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lewd fellows of the baser sort, he would

have stood his ground,
| ‘But he flies before the; devout. and hon-

of

orable ones; (he good women chase him

out of Antioch.

the miesionaries of

the Union

[Ri

i

.AUR0SS THE HARBOR BAR.

THs are six othér missibnaries on board,

- | Woman's: ‘Union Soclety.

A

ity

Zation Hi i

RL

The white sails come, and the: white sails go,
Driiting acrg:s the harbor bar;
And dead hopes blossom and bright hopes die’

While the stars come out in the quiet sky
And the ships come in from afar,
On every shore where the ships come in,

Drifting cross the harbor bar,
‘Are men and women with sleepless eyes
Watching the signs of the changing skies
By the light of the silver stars.
In every life there are ships to come
Drifting across the harbor bar;
Alus for the hearts whose sails go down
‘While the year is growing cold and brown
And the clouds hide ull the star#!
O ships that come
Drifting across the
Stay not, nor tarry
Bring to each heart
0 white sails from

apostate.

a,

0 |-10, ‘and will reach Calcutta

the

time grumbling and croaking and faultfinding. They are never satisfied with
anything, I they could have half the
world, they would immediately pick a
‘quarrel with the owner of the ' other half.

Some goed Christians have somehow
got into that unlucky. habit, and
these chronic

unfounded

fart ledst; ds mun

we

find

time ago, made the acquaintance of some
in every
‘We have
the man
time and

church since, all
felt,about them,
whose wife had
who on being

represented

dewn the ages.
sometimes, like
been sick along
questioned one

day about her condition, said

“1 have

often wished she would get well
i-something.”

or ——

No doubt many of these people will go
to heaven, but
first
few ears
ithat don't suit
isfied with ahy

T think they will spend the
in trying to find something
them. "They are never satminister, and they always

take special pains to tell the last man
what a “dear good man his predecessor
was, and how they shall never see his
like again!

Which is all very pleasant

all,” in numbers sufficient to fill a church
or a great hall or theater, who are ‘‘the

masses,” in contradistinction from them?

— Golden Rule.

Tast quarter, we have

seen three

or

four

We write this article for the Sith Wy of
scalling one of them to mind. The method to which we refer was tried, and
suocessfully-tarried through at Antioch
in Pisidia,
The Apostle came to that city on bis
first tour, *¢ strong in the sirengtk which
‘God supplies, through his Eternal Son,"
and as his custom was he: went inte the
L synagogue to preach the gospel... His ad-.

i

and general

|

do not know any of thein personaly. | Use

‘to! make’ the

| hisiparty nothlog

attiactiveness—leaving the

claim of morals and zeligion

de Lor

he stands within the
grave, and talks asa

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.

life,

or se

wuch

“faith

without

works,” —which Swedenborg, using the
rough liberty of the apostle James, calls
“devil faith".—Christéan Register.

Mr. Z. Pope Vose, of Rockland, Me.,
for ten years the suceessful
the Youth's

menced

Temperance

publisher

Visitor, has

the publication of

of
com-

the Young

brethren, butas a laborer in the common
field.

weekly

chapter

or installmemt

of

BY

eign field, 3; total, 45.

Pupils at the

speaking against

- those! things ‘which were spoken by
+ Paul, contradicting and blaspheming.”

In the church, too many are wait-

ing 10 see the rest act. You predict grand
results if only certain members would
take hold and laber earnestly. A better
thing would be for you to ener vigorous--

ly upon the work, and then call on others
to follow your example.—Zion's Herald:
Either our separation from Pedobaptists is a sin, or communion with them can

on many persons, says: “The only successful way lo, meet slander is to live it
down, and the true man must in the end
come odt brighter and purer for the
assault to which'he has been subjected.

The persecutors enligted first of all the
women on their side,—the ‘‘devout and ‘History fs full of glowing tributes to the
honorable, women; and chief men of ‘the memory of self-reliant men who haye
city.” ‘They eouldn't ‘starve Paul out; bravely followed out their convictions in
for he had a trade, and I suppose his tents spite of the busy. tongue of slander. i H |
were, a3 good as his ‘Sermons,

and

so

of |i

Satan likes nothing

oi Ya

(ne. missionary organizes
better than to get a good manor a good half done...
woman to do a nasty piece of work. He [from twenty-five to forty schools a: year,

Hover will employ 8,44 person when he
can, do, better. And it is to him a great
source of satisfaction to know that the de:

vout and honorable women’ are’ engaged
ina work that would
ry

disgrace

®' devil.

ed the work of the Bourd.

denomination, some over $1.00 per ‘member.

the

287; in
institu-

tions, 11; common schools, 7; total, 26.
&+ +O
+o0-0

:
of the

amount needed to cancel the deficit in the
means to meet jo! current , SDehses of fe

THE CONGREGATIONAL OOUNOIL.
The triennial session of the National Congregational Council met
in the city of Detroit,

Mich., Oct. 17.
tary we

gather

From the report of the Secrethe

following statistics,

He showed a most

wonderful enlargement’ of their work, and
glorious promises for the future. , The churches in R. I, had given $2.30 per ember : Md.,
$2.28; Mass , $1.72; Conn., $1.07; the hoi

giv-

time, lays its scene among those hore ex- last yedr. This Yo oaly ‘been Zone i a gain of 184in three years, They.are located

The report was referred to a committee, Rey.
Dr. Rankin,
chairman, who
recommended
that the churches in the older States raise by
contributions $2 per member, and in the new
States $1 per member, amounting to $500,000

for the Foreign Missions.
The Rev. Dr. Herrick, of Boston, read an
eloquent and elaborate paper cn the evangelical movements the past year, discussing the
work of Mr. Moody, its methods and its results. It received the close attention and
warm approval of the audience.
- Dr. Dexter, of the Boston Congregationalist, read a paper of great practical importance

on * Unsettled pastors and pastorless church-

es,”

Dr. Wolcott, of Cleveland,

tem.”

O.,

read-the

The report was of much historic inter-

&\

‘another way, bat circumstances have ren- 1465 in New England, 353 in N. Y,, N. J., and est, of great length, occupying over two hours
dered that method impracticable this year, Penn.; . 881 from Ohio to the Mississippi; in the reading. Reports were made from the
and the brethren at Conference took hold 660 from the Mississippi to the Pacific coast; 87 various theological colleges, and on the *¢ support to be given denominational colleges as
of the'matter with charactéristic energy on the Pacific Coast; 73 in the South. Number
and liberality, and the thousand dollars or of courch-members, 350,658, an increase of against State universities,”? an animated dis26,979 in three years, Number in Sabbath- cussion was participated in by Presidents Basworld, turns out to be a confirmed, system- | 80, required, ‘were quickly pledged. The schools, 405,002. Contributed for benevolent
only thing to be regretted is that this priv- work, $1,278,852.10,~only 2635 churches re- com, Of Wis. State University; Angell, of
atic and secret thief, the blow is'4e &disllege
could not have been enjoyed by some ported. The Secretary: reposted:an increase Mich, 8titeé University ; Andrews, of M .rietcriminating- sensibility more astounding
ta College; Magoun, of Iowa College; and
and painful than the fall of ome from the of the many friends of the School who were over any previous year. Number of pastors, Chapin, of Beloit College. It was finally dehighest worldly place in Church or State. not at Fairport. , It is probable that many 2,874, increase of 80, less than half the increase termined to encdurage the former with all theA prominent wholesale dry goods Bouse in of those who gave pledges for this, had of churches. The statistics do not include means possible while endeavoring to secure
any of the results of the recent revival movethe latter to the service of a Christian cult. the city have been aware of the leakage of | already made generous Plstges for the
s ments;
ure.
pip
z
their goods in a small but steady stream, Bibi
A very interesting paper was read by Dr.
Dr. Behrends, of Providence, R. I., chairfor a number of years past. After various these persons are the very vies who are Woolsey, ex-president of. Yale College, on
man of a special committee on the Sabbath,
fruitless attempts to detect or stop the doing the most in the ordinary work of the ¢ The Bible in the Public Schools.” The papresented a report, recommending the educat«
churches
at
home.
This
seems’
to
be
one
leakage, they at last employed a detective.
per was exhaustive, and no one at all acquainting of the masses to the importance of the
of
the
consequences
of
taking
an
interest
He was not long ia catching the very last
ed with Dr. Woolsey needs to be told that it social and civil advantages flowing frem the
was strong and logical.
We give merely the
man in the store to whom suspicion could in the general affairs of the denomination,
Sabbath.
have attached: an entry clerk of many and spending time and money to attend several points made: 1. The States’ right of
alted than wealth "and fashionable refiement can make men.
When a humble, but
active church member, in one of
the denominations most exacting as to spiritual
experience and
noa-conformity
to the

years’ service,and supposed perfectly trust-

worthy character.
He was a
about thirty-five years of age,
cal and steady habits, and a
valved member ofa Baptist

married man
of economizealous and
church.
Yet

this man was caught in larceny of several

small articles of silk, and in his effacts were
found an accumulation of similar. goeds,
pointing too clearly to a career of systematic larceny in the past, quite ‘equal’ to

the explanation of Evans, Peak
ny’s consecutive

losses.

& Compa-

It is rather a cu-

the more important

denominational

meet-

ings.
- Nevertheless,
as a good thing well
done, when the
Brethren made provision
for the payment of thy
amount due on
teachers’ salaries at Storer Normal School.
Few meu have sacrificed more, or done a
nobler work, than the two brethren who

have borne the respongih

Med ahop: mis-

sionary and educational
andoah valley, and it isa

to every lover of the¢" hog xX

rious than a pleasant fact, that these experienced merchants consider their losses
not at all exceptional, but merely such as
are usual at all times in all large mércantile establishments!
If this be ‘true, it is

a terrible phase of modern progress, which

Mr, George. William Curtis, as leader od

reader in . the Unitarian church’ near
his residence (which has been. for, sume
time without a pastor) has set an example
which many a layman capable of a fine elo-

cution might follow with great usefulness.
There are few congregations +0 hich better sermons than they, are accistomed to,
might not be more effectively preached by

In Minnesota the American
day- a good lay reader, = Not only vacant pulcourse would | find | a ready sale. They
pits might be thus siplied; but:the work
gehool
Union
hiag
already
organized
1,200
could n't think of any way ‘to get rid “of
him, until at last soft dtle suggested, schools 5 in Illinois, about 1,5007 in Wis- ‘of pastors at oncerelieved and supplementTet us get the devout women afer him.” consi, . a8 many’; in Towa, 1,200; in «ed, and their pulpit ‘efforts’ stimulated, by
Nebraska, 700. And yet the work i not one truly great sermon per week read with

That was a success.

5404; among

:

‘ The Rev. E. K. Alden, D. D. ,, one of the
secretaries of the * American Board,” report-

the

‘

South,

Chinese, 1155; among the Indians,
the foreign fleld, 116; total, 6962.
Chartered institutions, 8; other

WATERMAN,

A GOOD THING WELL DONE.
mean the prompt raising

among

Schools at the South, 26 ; among the Chinese; 11; among the Indians, 5; in the for-

WORK.

mal
REV, G, C.

59;

42; total, 4127.
Total number of Sabbath-schools cholars,
7036.

-VIDL

MISSIO

South,

en.

by the woe of bereavement. He can neither make nor mend nor
mar the character of fhe dead.
His business is with the
living.—Evangelical
Messenger.
‘We know some who have gone sorrowfully forth from the churches in which
they grew up, preeisely because their
moral sense revaltedat the sight of so
much Christ in the creed without Christ

‘in the

We

CRIMINAL AND SOCIAL MATTERS.

lead-

+

jo

Churches at the

Church ‘members at the.South, 4048;
among the Indians, 37; In the foreign field,

“Since the imwas placed in

Ae

CONDUCTED

NEW York, Oc. 26, 1817.

quite the

J

Indians, 3; in the foreign field, 1; total, 62.

ones have been
successfully brought in and exhibited alive,
for the first time in the world. . The weather continues as mild as May.

rm

The

*

the same so bluntly put by Carlyle:
“Giva community of koaves, to eyolve an
‘honest government by their united ac-

Are we remembering

our theqlogical

the Ah

men in

schools, as we are making

imperatively calls upon conscientious mer- 4
our contributions to the various benevochants to make systematic thieving imlent societies?
We must never, amid all
not be justified. Communion with them possible with them, by such guards of the our care and anxiety for good causes, forsacredness
of
property,
as
have
certainly
is a denialof the right of separation.|
dress made a deep and thrilling .impres- Separation is a denial of the right of com: been made efficient by such intensely just| be determined by the cpracter ‘and qualimen a8 A. T. Stewart.
Scarcely less sinfications of our future ministry.
The
sion om his audience. Coming out of the’ munion. If wé can commune with them
gular
than
Jenkin’s
career
of crime, was its
world moves, and it is of some conseplace the people erowd around him, and in good conscience, we ought to be able
penal consequence.
The theft§ being inbessech him to repeat the sermon the next to unite with these churehes in good con- dividually small, it is said that no graver quence that we move with it. If we fail:
Sabbath. All the week the people were science, and escapé the sin of schism. It charge than that of petty larceny could be to provide for our young' men, who are
talking about the new minister, and when is a logical absurdity to insist’ en main. brought, although the culprit admitted called of God to preach the gospel, the
the next Sabbath came the * whole city” taining Baptist caurches as a protest having helped himself many tigles, giving means of preparing themselve$ to take
come to see and hear. The synagogue against infant baptism, and to waive the the thin excuse that one of the managers hold successfully of the living issues of the
‘age, we must not be disappointed’ if théy
was crowded.
Straightw 3 the fault protest by welcoming te communion
of the concern had promised him' compen
figders began to grumble. 1suppose they those who have received no other. than sation in goods for certain extra services. prqye unable to grapple with those queshad been for a long time complaining be- infant baptism.— Examiner and Chronicle.
The judge who meted out his’ uniishment tions, and !unable! to' hold the positions
cause people would not eome to ‘ church,
nfection :of where such gestions gre at stake. That
The American Cultivator, whieh is one seemed to have caught the
(they may be ready for ‘the hardest work
now they are mad because they have come.
of the best of agriculiyral and family flimsy excuses, when he said that the, good
"Paul preached the same sermon he did papers, speaking of the’great amonnt of eharacter he had borne, saved him | froma the world can; open’ before them, they
.shonld have the fullest ‘advantages of the
a week before, but the Jews were so mad
slander that iy current, and its sad effects term: in the penitentiary, and therefore im- | schools during their ‘time of preparation;
posed merely & fine of $401"
at. this sensational preucher, that they

broke up the meeting,

said that there was nol a single |wih fam

ain the Register. , Letters sentto this

out "of ‘the| en

question. The first-class religious newspaper, at {wo dollars and filty cents or tion.”
The Octopus seems to be
three dollars per annum, is the cheapest
production of human labor. The man ing game of our showmeh.
mense preserved specimen
who purchases it gets more of the pro‘the Aquarium, ‘two smaller
ducts of hard labor than can be had in any

“The man of God must be faithful to his
solemn trust, as
shadow-line of the

The initial number
and enjoyable for the new minister. It is People’s Comrade.
only afler a man is gone, that they will presents a good appearance, and warrants
the belief that the new paper will be a
own that he was of any account.
|
wide
awake, instructive and wholesome
‘They are very fond of changes, and in
the course ‘of time get tired of all sorts of companion for the young people.
preachings and preachers. And when
You will never accomplish anything in
they set themselves fairly to it, they can the service of God by standing still to see
«rive the best of men from their position. if others miove. You are not placed in
In the ‘ Faternational Lessons” for the the vineyard as an inspector of your

different ways of getting rid of aminister.

about the 10th

ipal elections hin - | of December. ' We bespeak for the party

cernéd.’ 'Hu¥ing' secured

rate people who own pews from people
who don’t, and treat the regular church- other form, and he gets, also, morg: that
goers as a select class and all the rest of is pleasant, profitable and permanently
the world as ‘‘the masses”?
When “‘the valuable in education to him.elf and his
rich and the p
meet togeiher,” to family than can be secured by uny other
worship God who is “‘the Maker of them “equal expenditure.— Ingerior.

more.
or. less of |.
grumblers. Paul, a long women stricken

-of them, and they bave been

hand, the church

a great weight of sympa-

What business has Cliristianity to sepa-

There aré some people who are all
@

On the other

to have made out its case, and that case
seems rational and Scriptural.
—N. ¥. 0bserver.
;

BY F. E. DAVISON,

was full of interesting matter; and Was receiv-

| od with applause by the audience. Toe Spor:

of the conimittee Shnine, the wo
discussed.
the’ jubnibiin 20 interest in the prayers or all Christians, Association was
nett, of Fisk University, Nashville, ated ta
|‘
ascendeéncy
the
of
Sotth, and the dethoorit- that their passage may. be sate and speedy. he was the’ only delegate present
fession of religion by selt-distrust,spri
con:
ic party in the national government, ULE
with the missionary work among: the" colored
WRITETO THE MISSIONARIES.
ing from some mistaken notions of ithe the same
time swept ‘sway the ‘workitig | Rentember all that has beew
nature and evidences of conversion, or
sald by Dr. people in the South, and was gratified that the
| party organization ‘of their ‘opponents; for
council was much more: devoted to the interest
Phillips
on
this
point.
through imperfect ideas as to the d
of better
- No matter if you of
that race than it was three, yea) 820. Be
or for: worse;
0 Mid Higes has left

congregation who he believes are

open confession, or some

thy and opinion from without. . It agpears

HOW THEY 607 RID OF HIN.

Miss" Phillips.

dlr

is sustained by

from the fur-off seas,
harbor bur,
for wind or wi wes;
the hoon it eraves,
afar]

—X0. po

is concentrating its educational’ efforts mainly
on the preparation of teachers, Its pupils
now number 5,400, It ‘has. ‘three theological
departments, with 74 students. +The paper

salem Liverpool for Bombay, Nov.

Po

BY MATTIE L. ROBERTS.

.
TH

are

alive, or have passed under the, cara of |
Christian churches.—ddvance.
‘
Every pastor probably has some in his

31, 1877. eh

HO

‘all going to India,’ and’ representing the
od | Americad Board, Methodist ‘Board and

itis HES

OCTOBER 81, 1891:

BE

TET

»
insuperable prejudice.
Yet, until
to do it a little)Christian freedom in the matter and ‘which hé could visit in the South. The whites
sy.andunothing
best. off local
«do as you, would be done by. The nddress- will not associate with a teacher of the colored
obstacle is removed, and confessioh is with but, to join, wit.gcitizens
ood gover- es of the. workers in India have: been re- people
EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
on an equality. [During the President's
made, it is, of course, impossible there
| ally (dn breaking. up| panty;
Instances are not rare which show not
SEH. given. the, Star, and, are, 30, be recent visit.10 Nashville, 0f 2,000 invitations
should be the ordinary {okens of felloywonly the absence of progress in churches
sent out, not one wis sent, to Northern, teachcombination
against Tamman
ship. When such die, there is no contra- ed fo,
or to. br. J. L, Phillips, Pascoag, R. ers of the colored peo, le.
under protracted pastorates, but an alHall,
gk
Lig
Hp
in
he
diction implied in expressing hopes that
The next paper was on ‘the American
5 will be rony
|
forward
ed,
most total absence of anything like effort |
Fontage
,
universalit
y and other conditions, 1
“Home Missi
2 by'thié' Rey.5 M.
in the line of church extension.— Baptist have never before been openly expressed. Swoepiug op? heii "The Soudiatopn | ten, cents.
I
i oh
‘Storrs; D.D., of New: York) The! (rece pts
The testimony implies no shrinking | fom,
—
Weekly.
PYRE GM
EC
EE
SER
‘have never been
.! The
no compromise of the evangerical id OC go
Noman can count-on iuimanity who trines — Watch
; on Stel anus shisustssPin, e The {i is a summaMpof the work receipts for: the he threo years. have been
man.
!
Gi ba 1
$60,260
on the preceding
perverts to his use a single dollar that is
many, wil a'so gain much by" the novel cb. and workers. of the American Missionary $912,638, a gain, of
It
is
not
true
that
religions
wedklies
three
years,
In
‘the
ast
fifteen
3
years
the memAssociation
;
:
‘alescénce,
and,
if
reasonably
well
supportéd |
not his own. Gilman is uitering his
Missionaries—At the South, 59; among bership ofvour chufches has increased 34 12
in the rest of the State, will prevail, ircewarnmg from behind those prison bars. contain “litle matter as compared
political papers,” mor that they arg loss spective of the fate of candidates for State the Indians, 3; in the foreign tleld, 3. To- per cent., the cash receipts ‘of fhe 'H. M. 60
There are not a few, however, who stand
per cént. The Seuth employs ‘996 missionatal, 65.
in slippery places like those whereon he interesting and attractive. - We will place offices. | The only marked drawback to the
riesy 17 more than 'last year; has organized
the poorest of a duzen religious papers good hope of the new departure, is that
TeatHers—At the South, _134; among the
231 churches in the three years; 15,131 converfell.— Vi. Chronicle.
that we can select against the best politi- such a man as John Morrissey. must bela Chinese, 17; among the Indians, 7; in the sions reported by the missionaries, and 22,262
Of course, strict’ denominational senti- cal weckly in the country, and risk ¢com- leading coalition candidate, in: ordér.
to foreign field, 4; total, 162.
were added to the missionary churches.. The
ment repudiates Mr. Pentecost’s society, parison for quamiity, quality, vageity, | carry a New York election. , Our problem, | Matrons, 11; in business Sspagement, 14; paper contain an earnest appeal for Zincreas
ed
and the church.organs pronounce it an scholarship, literary finish, wit, brilliance you see, is and remains, to a great extent, totil nuriber of workers, 252.
ed benevolence.

———te

he “Borning Star.

Zi

eighty-five per cent. of all the schools of |
organized during the past fifty 88 !

munity, the lowest class of society, the tians, but who are withheld from a

!

WEDNESDAY.

When Peter swears,

how’
fps of darkness clap their hands,
and cry, bat Aba! So the devout wom| en of Antioch mssail the apostle. Does

ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
#9" All communications designed for pablication

should be addressed to the Editor.
Western
artment.

Abrabidm lies, what rejoicing in

the inffernal court!

A WEEKLY REXIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

MORNIN G

power, by an earnest Jind’ , enttlvatsd elocu
tionist.

oy

ds

The prospect for ‘Telief, from. the corrupt

and this when he has many other schools
municipal rule of which
to look after, and when the territory over

the Tweed Ring
was only a glaring incident, was never so

teaching is a clear one,
| mense importance of

OF MISS PHILLIPS.

-Corresponding

delegates were -

2. The State's appointed to numerous religious bodies, those
right to educate does not exclude the right of to the Freewill Baptists being Rev, W. H. Fenn;
private persons to set up schools of their own, “of Maine; Dr. Cochrane,of Mo.; Dr. Rankin,
and to direct the education of their children.
of Washington, D. C.; Rev. G. W. Barnum,
3. The State may compel parents to send their
of Ill.; Dr. Hurd, of Miehi; Dr. Burton,of
children to school, for public reasons may de- Ct.; Hon. Harlan W. Page, of Minn.
A swcommand that the people should be intelligent and
mittee was
appointed, Dr. Dexter
of the
moral, ‘4. Whatever system is adopted by the
Congregationalist chairman, for the purpose
| State, there is a necessity and a duty of teachof erecting a monument at Leyden, Holland,
ing moral duties to the children in some shape.
to the memory of Jehn Robinson, the pastor
5. Can instruction in morals be separated in
of the Mayflower charch,
the concrete forms of earlier discipline from
We have only partially reported the doings
religion? 6. If other books of morals includ.
Many suhjects were discussed
ing the existence of God can be and ought to of the Council.
by some of the most able men in our country,
be introduced, why not the Bible? 7. There
that we have not space to refer to. It is a woncan be no objection to the Bible as a reading
book in schools us it respects its style of der how so much business could be crowded 1nEnglish,
its morals

and

religion, except
On the one hand
stand Jews and infidels; on the other, the Roman Catholic. 8. Whether this deman® will

to four daysof

i's

from two extreme sources.

be and whether it ought to be granted.

The

|

was wasted.
conference.

timeé,- Not &moment of time

It was emphaticaliy a working
Much of the business was prepar-

ed before coming to the Council.
doctrine and church

polity

were

Questions of
eatirely

12-

--paper-was-referred-to-a- committee;
Dry Angel; | nored. Nothing that looked toward inter.
fering with church jndependence was allowed.
President of the Michigan University, 'chairSome even questioned the wisdom of having a
man, who reported in favor of endorsing the
council at all, for fear that in the future it
sentiments of the paper.
would become a legislative body. The spirit
Mr. Abbott, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,read a paof the Puritans is not dead. The Council was
per on *‘ The Congregational Union,” saying
that it commenced its work of church build: catholictn spirit, liberal in its utterances, fraing twenty years ago, with an income of ternal toward all that are trying to establish
$6,000, and it had increased until last year it
amounted to over $31,000. The board now
‘take from every church receiving aid a first

mortgage on the church property,
| . The Rev, I. N. Tarbox, of Boston, read a
paper in behalf of the ¢ American College afd
Education: Society.”
Receipts for the past
year. were $58,000.
Considerable money ig
raised in the Middle and Western Stites not
reported,

| Thé

Society,

in'New Englénd and

has aided 112 ‘men,

65%n ' other

47

parts ‘of the

theological

semi-

their support; they ought not to be comThe report of the ‘¢ American Missionary
pelled to preach every Sunday during their Association” was presented by the secretary,
course of study, nor half the Sundays ‘the Rev. M. E. Strieby, of New York, It was
either; they ought to be enabled to enjoy full of interest. Te said that the ‘most peuces
‘the fall benefit of the schools, the libraries, able man that treads the American continent
is the Negro,and yet around him have gathered
the: lectures, the church privileges, the opour fiescest and bloodiest wars sour bitterest poportunity to teach in Sunday-school, and litical ‘strifes. We have quarreled among ourso be filling their minds and training their selves over him; and we did this because we
powers, under favorable circumstances.
had first, quarreled with conscience and God
Ia order for this, our appropriations should about him. We have grievously oppressed

DEPARTURE

temperance.

young to the general ‘welfare.

they ought not to be compelled to resart to country.” It'includes seven
teaching and manual laboy to provide -for -néries with 312 students,

‘be liberal, and'so they will be'if the treasu-|
ry i8 full. Brethren, don't forget the young
men’at school. IF we'reap'a’ Tich' harvest,
of ripe ministers by-and-by, we ‘must sow
the seed and fertilize the'soili’

Ex-Gov. Dingley, of Me., reported resolutions committing the Council to the cause of

founded on .the imthe education of the

him. . Since we emancipated him we have been
inclined to cast him, off, to leave him in his
poverty, ignorance and danger, to help hime
{| self, preferringto help the far less aeedy waite
man. The
trath is, we have a prejudice
iagainst him | on account of his color and past

condition... We should treat him as’ Christ
would if he were here on earth,
"i The Association has eight chartered fustitutions in as many Southern States, with com-

Christ's kingdomou earth.

The number of members present was 208,
and
a large number of visitors from the va-

rious States.

The

council

was made up of

men who think a good deal, heartily enjoy
work in the Master's vineyard, and are good
samples of American manhood.
You can see,

however, a sprinkling8t vain and seltish ones
who seem t0 suppose that wisdom
will die
with them.
‘There are some things that the
Council might learn of our Conference to its
advange, and we could be profited ‘by some:

of the good 1hings of the
that it is advantageous

Council. We think
to give each of the

benevolent societies and colleges a delegate to.
represent them, and that each send a paper of
its doings to be read in Conference.
A com-

mittee 10 nominate the various committees: is
much better than the ghairman doing it, who
bas othér business to attend to. The committee have time and "can make more wise and
goveral appollithents,.—a. H."¢.
ha
The
culled
sun,
terest

ARIE

Sate

Rxpyes of New York city are to be
on this (year for $28,500,000.
Of this
upwards, of $9,000,000 are for a year’s inon the city’s debt; $4,000,000 for State

taxes; $4,000, 000 for the police; $1.021.000 for
the Jaietnry and law departidents; $357,000
for ‘the ‘parks; ‘and $8,553,000 for education

which asks for $400,000 more, atid might have
We learn that Miss Ida Phillips, the mjsity if 80 many hundreds of thousands had not
4 bright, not even at! the momebior Tweed’s ‘sionary recently sent out by’ the : Woman's
{downtal, as mow. Theré remiing nothing ‘Board, sailed from’ New York; onthe 20th modious buildingv, ‘and it'sustains eleven nor to go to hungry hangers-on in the ublic offic
8, whose
W
only work is pipe-lay
for Tam‘either hiv induce or excuse the Snpsgance insti, in’ the ' ‘‘Devonia,” -for Glasgow.
| mal
mul and eleven common schodls. | The society, | many and drawing their pay...
p
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Agrippa,

PEXT:

I was

Notes and Hints,
Connected History, Felix allowed

loyalty

opportunity to send

blood.

Not

The death of Stephen was

effecled

by

that Paul once sincerly thought it incred-

ible thas God had raised Jesus.

for

an

him, Festus was

vis-

waiting

in Acts

whose death Luke bas recorded

12:23. He was king, first of Chalecis,and
later of the dominivns of Philip and Lysanias, and of Perea and part of Galilee.
. He reigned for fifty years, dying in_ the
Bernice, the sister of
year 100 A. D.
Agrippa, came with her brother to Ceesarea. Paul was brought before this royal
pair by Festus, who was at loss to know
on what charge Paul should be sent to
Rome.
6, 7. THE EXPLANATION OF PAUL. (1)
Pau! congratulated himself before the

rusalem, that he once had

way of proper and maily

king on having the opportunity to speak

less,”

but

he

uses

¢ stood”

to

an additional

statemeut to

ninth chapter. (3)
here

The

that in the
¢ pricks”
ox-goad,

which was a sti¢k eight or ten feet long,

rise from the

rection of the dead was, with Paul, the
same belief. The gredt obstacle to faith
among the Jews would be that Jesus was
dead and buried. The reason for accept-

terminating in a sharp point. The pricks
against which Panl was kicking were
those of his conscience. Though zealous
against the disciples, his persecution
caused him uneasiness. He felt the protest of nature agajnst his cruelty.
He

ing Jesus as the Messiah,

saw in the character

and

that Christ

Paul said, * be the first to

dead.”

should,

Belief in Christ and in the resur-

therefore,

be belief that he rose from
Hence Paul makes

bis faith

must

the dead.

in Christ and

his faith in the resurrection of the dead to
be the same.

God

The

*‘* promise

made

of

was-thrat-the-Messixh-should-be-sent:

The idea of his death and resurrection are

-either the means of the Jews for attaining
or else,

de-

notes the way of appeal and prayer to
®% God for the coming of Christ. Jghe words
¢¢ day and night” are rhetorical, not literal. The morning and evening sacrifice,
or the paschal supper need not he pushed
forward to sustain the remark.

Unwca-

riediy and constantly, the Jews attended
to the service of God is what Paul meant.
He speaks of the * twelve tribes,” but
ten were lost in Assyria, where they were
carried
by
their
conquerors.
The

*« twelve tribes” was a generic term for
the nation.

say

‘‘ the twelve

apo-tles,” regardless of the

apostacy of

~Judas, and
4 successor.

We

often

not. intending to include his
(4) “For which hope’s sake,

king Agrippa, I am accused of the Jews.”
The whole truth
-against Paul this

of
the complaints
declaration contains.

“To the Jews, however,

this

was

not the

way the matter stood. They complained
of his believing that Jesus
was the
*‘promise” of God, and of his calling men
everywhere to allegiance to him, and so
of disrupting and destroying the church.
‘The apoSite, however, in this one sen‘terce, stated all that cansed him to differ

Arom his accusers.

Cy

eg

8. A Direct QUESTION.
* WEy should
Tit Le thought a [bing incredible” with you

that God should

rise the dead?”

a

The

“* hope” which Paul cherished was that
the prowise of God was fulfilled in Jesus.
This, he firmly believed, because Jesus,
after be was put to death,as a false Christ,

. wasraired from the dead, and so it was
«proved that he wasthe true Christ. 1f be
“was not raised to life by the power of
God, then he was a false Messiah. Agrippa, a Jew, ought vot to think God unable

jo rai-e the dead, ought not to thick i in- credible (hat God had done so. If Jesus
perfornied any miracle he used power adequate 10 the raising of the dead.
One
act of importance is no more difficult than

with an

audible

voice,

puts

the

tohim.

(5)

The

following

ment, as

the

ninth

chapter

re-

inquiry

announceshows,

was

made by Ananias, in the city, at the command of the Lord, The purpose of this
manifestation was disclosed at Damascus,

but
ing
and
the

Luke here passes over
the inferventime, in order to group hi revelation
the cali. Ia like manner he passes
manner of Paul's escape from Da-

a question of the very first

joyous for us. - The flacjuation

and unceriaiuty in the religious life of <o
many, more than from any other cause,
arise from crude and incorrect notions of

‘we are lost in contemplation of his throne

of glory, and of the limitless dominion
over

which

he rules.

But when

we are

tanght, by Christ himself, to say “*Our
Father,”

‘a chord,

viorates ‘through

(6)

Agrip-

pa would desire to know for what object
this revelation was made
king, il he knew ¢f

have

the

commonly

to

the

Paul.

Messiah,

received

The
‘would

our

entire being, and we feel a rest and comfort, thrice welcome and joyous. We can
understand something of ‘ a father’s character. We know his care, his love and
his'ready belp. ‘We have felt his cheerful
and prompt forgiveness.
:

ideas

of

him, and did not Paul admit that he had
been put to death,

would

be jealous: of

him as that earlier Herod bad been.

declares that he was

then

Paul

appointed

by

the Lord a minister and a witness of

this

and of fature revelitions

such visions it was
was raised from

of Jesus.

proved

the dead.

By

that Jesas
Hence Paul

was to testify of them.
But, more than
this, he was to go to the Gentiles for the
purpose of “opening their eyes;” that is,

instructjpg them concerning God's requirements and promises as announced in
the gospel ; inducing them by thisto “turn
from darkness to light;” that is, by yielding to the truth and becoming con. erts
of
Jesus; and from “‘the power
idolatry or sin] to God;” that

swill of God.

of Satap
is, 10 the

This change is involved in

their conversion. ¢* That they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance
ameng them which are sanciified by faith

be heirs by their faith, not by Abrahamic
descent.
|"19,
"
20, PromPT OBEDIENCE,
§1) Im-

mediately Paul obeys the divine call,
From persecutor of Christ to his advocate and defender, was a great change.
Paul

suddenly

changed

his course, aod

fist in Damascus preached
bad so - bitterly opposed.

the truth be
He preached

are reported, and

additions

3

the

ground

!

randing most

Thé desire to do honest and lasting work for Christ, we think,
is on the increase among us. adi
ouf
of this isthe
belief that a greater denominational cohesion 15“ nécessary.
After this we are striving. Our liberality and generosity have
long enough exercised themselves toward our neighbors, white
we have neglect

fur own

households.

We do net mean to

love our neighbors lgss, but we do meanto

to the churches, and one

love our

more. Under our new system of raising funds, some ofhome
our
churches .are doubling and trippl
ts
he
sent to our mission Tonnies nad . Ja amon
; Bore ’
tian growth is already manifest among the members
i
exercise of Christian Aer wily The TE]
A
A

‘has come (o occupy a prominent place in our Christian work.
It now takes the place of one preaching

service in nearly all

St. JoserH'S VALLEY.

Through God's mercy we are able

to 1eport in many parts of the Y. M. a very encouraging
degree of religious interest. The revival work in
Cass and
Berriem Q. M. has extended over nearly

the
the

whole of the past three years, and so with the Calhoun
and North Branch Q. M. Under the labors of sister L.
A. Maines, commencing in the midst of harvest, among a rural population, a most glorious revival has been and is still
ing on. Already 121 have followed our blessed Saviour im
the ordinance-of baptism, and yet the interest is fully main:
tained. The Stuben and Brauch Q. M, is in a low state, They
need your prayers and the labors of some earnest Christian
workers. : "I he Sabbath-school is, well sustained in nearly alk
of the churches.

eh

A father leads the litle ones with

ever reported any system of collecting money for our different
benevolent societies ; but some of then have

collections.

taken

occasional

The Yearly Meeting has often expiessed itself in

sympathy with our different socict es, but has not done much
to aid them.
The Pleasant Grove church has begun the work

Ba

ViroiNia AsSoCiaTiON.

aL

len ed

wa ip

rll

Jay

Five of the churches have enjoyed

preaching all the Sabbaths of the past year,
ers have had preaching about one half of the

Four or
time.

five othBelween

sixty and seventy additions by baptism have ‘been made.” “The

growing intelligerice in the churches, the efforts to: support the
of establishing an F. Baptist church in the city of Springfield, worship of God's house. the interest in schools and in the siudy
of the Scriptures, the unity of the ministry; the co-operaiion of .
His great heart of kindness melts to by the erection of a substantial church edifice. There is a pastors and their flocks in the temperance cause, and in. the
strong Freewill Baptist sentiment in this city, and an excellent
tenderness at tie trials through which
opportunity to plant our Banner in this center of influence, as Sabbath school work, are all occasions of gratitude to God.
Aud thep the well as to carry forward the common cause of our Redeemer.
Permit us to ask your special attention to Storer College. Tt
they are called to pass.
mutual relation of the loving and tender | Omn10. CEN. The state of religion in this Y. M. is quite encour- is the child of the denomination. We earnestly entreat you to
father and the trusting and confiding aging. There is a good state of union among our churches, throw around it your arms of fostering care.
Our churches do something
for Foreign Missions in India,
anda feeling of brotherly love among our ministry. The pubchild.
lic and sucial meetings are generally well attended and inter- and more for Home Missions within our Y, M. Some of them
My dear reader, you have not forgotten esting. Efficient Sabbath-schools are maintained in most of have adopted the card system. Our Sabbath school numbers
(
your days of childhood. You ean even our churches. The interest in missions may not be all that we about 1000 scholars.
“The Centennial Jubilee Singers,” now engaged in earnest
now remember the ‘house in which you desire, yet there is a growing liberality in this direction. At
efforts to raise money for the ‘Girls’ Boarding
IIall,” at HarWonrfin’s Mission Society was organized
ad can call to mind the our last session a
per’s Ferry, have been quite successful. We hope the co-gopeOne
of
our
churches,
the
Claridon,
sustained
a
heavy
financial
i In the days of your
loss in burning its church building and furniture, but with ration of Sabbath-schools and churches in this effort, will be
:
was there anything earnest zeal they arose, built and dedicated a néw. house free stimulated by your timely commendation.

bis strong and sure hand.

footsteps.

He guides their

He will not chide too severely-

too g
arm so
see al

"BEE to do? Was there any from debt. God, in recognition of spch consecra'ion, blessed " WisconsiN. We are
to makg so favorable a report to
of Free Baptist interests
‘to deliver ? He could them with a gracious revival of religion from which the mem- your body, concerning the prosperity
.
:
“1
8h folly, but be loved ‘bership was doubled. The Larue chureh has also done a no- in Wisconsin.

your

“aid

gonfidence.

with pride

teady

vas not slow to uame
of character. How
his protecting hand
head. Your earthly

thats
in me.” This means that they may | “tender,
be ** heirs,” and sé * childien of God,”
together with al) those made holy by faith
in Jesus.
This announces the election
of believersfo be the children of God. It
is a declaration of the calling of men to

affairs, and

is virtually missionary

St, LAWRENCE.
There is a want of ministerial help. Seyeral churches are without pastors. There is a growing interest on the subject of missions, and our churches have paid
more for the mission work in the last three years than during
any former three years of our existence as a Yearly Meeting.
an increase in the amount contributed.
As a Y. M we are Our people are learning that it is their duty, not only to support
loyal to the principles of our denomination, and see no reason home interests, but also the institutions of the denomination of
for surrendering our charter or declining our work ; and we which we are a part. The Sabbath-school work is also prospering, and there is no serious trial in either of our Q. M's,
look with disfavor upon those who have caused untrue and
What we most need is thorough redamaging reports to be published concerning the Freewill or in any of our churches.
Baptist denomiftion.
Thanking God for the successes of the vival work in our churches and 1n the hearts of all our people.
past, we look forth to a hopeful future.
We are glad to report _ Uxtox. The reports at our last Yearly Meeting render it
our Sunday-schools in a prosperous condition, and from sev- impossible to give an accurate account of our condition. The
era] of them in the past three years a goodly number bave most of our churches have pastors. Occasionally a refreshing
been gathered into the church.
.
season has been enjoyed, and some accessions made to our
N. Y..& PexN. Each Quarterly Meeting covers quite a ranks. Bat li tle coange has been made since the last Conferlarge territory. Many of the churches are almost alone so far ence. On the whole we are entertaining hopes of making a
as mutual sympathy, and aid ate concerned.
Some of the beter record for the future.
:
A
ve yepuiae preashiv oftener than once a |
r
churches do : not have
Q
this system the congremon , others semi-monthly, but under
gation and interest ure not sustained. - Others have preaching by the accession of souls, some of them becoming earnest laevery Sabbath, and are gaining in numbers. Some of thé min- borers in the MaSter's service. We can say truly, ** the Lord
isters, as reported in the Register, reside wi'hin the bounds of is good.” ‘Someof our noble men, in hoth ministry and laity,
we fear
the church, and work upon their farms, or at their trades, have fallen victims iu the march of death, and others
préaching occasionally. By this means all the ministerial tal- have heen robbed und despoiled of their heritage in thé king.
ent is not available. ~ Nearly all the churches are located out- dom by a worse foe thun death itgelf, robbing ‘the chatch of
their help, themselves of present enjoyment and the title to
side of towns and large villages.
:
3
promised
bliss. Our Sabbath-school work: comes to-beslooked
Om10. All of the churches but one have pastors. The gen- upon as the hopeful work of the chureh, and the interest therein
eral gtate of religion fis not above that of our last report, yet is increasing. The work of missions is more closely dnited to
some of the churches are in a better condition, while others are the interest of church life and vitslity, than has been” scknowlSome of the churches have had special revivals and have: edged in the past. Our educational interests are ‘in ‘a better
not.
received accessions to their membership; others have had condition than for some time. Asa Y. M. we are not: disbeartnone since the last Conference. All of the churches but one ened; but rather will be encouraged to remember: that** The
sustain interesting Sabbith-schools. Nearly all the schools Lord reigneth.”
holon

A
the sorrows and trials of his children.
father knows their weakness and their

woe.

his

our churches. Our pulpits are nearly ail supplied with pustors
—quite as generally sn, perhaps, as at any time in the past.
On he whole the outlook for the future seems to be full of
sections quite extensive revivals have been experienced, and
promise.
many of our churches have been
greatly strengthened by the
In December, 1875, a monument was erected over the grave
addition of worthy members.
ile we thank God for a of the
services,
the lalamented Day, with appropriate
PP p
ervices, atat an expense
faithful and tried ministry, coniposed of men who count it a

mascus, in order to tell that he promptly . IAtrue I:

oveyed the heavenly vision.

but it is now extinet..

sow and others reap quite often.
New HampsHire,
Prosperity has attended the efforts put
forth by the working portion of this Yearly Meeting. In many

buke to his madness,
(4) The appeal
which ‘Paul heard ‘* Why
persecutest the Supreme Being. When the Bible calls
thou me?” voiced questions that bad he- God a “‘Spirit,” we can have bat very imfore echoed in his soul,
His reflections perfect conceptions of his true character.
had Ted Bim to ask why he was engaged |
in such business. Now the Lord himself, spirit power ? When he is called a “King”

not clearly connected with the original
promise, but arise from prophecy.
(3)
The *¢ promise” unto which ** our twelve
tribes” ¢ hope to come” was ‘that of the
Messiah. To come unto the promise was
to bave possession of what was promised.
+¢ Sprving God day and night” denotes
unto the reception of Christ,

of Christians

added,

heartened, and abandon their fields of labor.
The church runs
down and some other denomination takes the members.
We

imporiunce as to the character of our
faith. If it rests upon God, iaterpreted
in his proper character, it will be most

happy and

depression in business

for

number has been increased nearly 550. We feel however, that
our numerous jncrysse is not the greatest source df satisfuction

have, but a very moderate degree of suc-

demand, feeble though it may be, for the
removal of the Bible from the class and
study room, is based upon a very limited
and bigoted view of popular education.
It is of the ulmost importance that the
privilege to stand shoulder to shoulder in the thickest of the
religious development in man be educatght, it is
wi
eepest sorrow that we record the death of
ed. And the first and last step in the some of our leading standard bearers. But the Lord of the
way of religious education, is to impart harvest has laid his hand on young men as true as steel, and
koowledge of the true character of God. touched their lips with living coals, so that, while the leaders
are falling in the contest, those who are left close up the ranks,
It makes an essential difference in the life and press on in our Christian work. We consider the m:ssion
and character, whether this be correct or work of the first importance.
We reckon our educational internot. Our teachersishould be persons who ests indispensable. We believe the Sabbath-school is the great
‘understand this part of educational science. feeder of the church. - We do not hesitate to acknowledge that
the Temperance cause is one-of the vital issues of the day.
Belief in the true God must be taught ;
Added to these interests the salvation of precious souls requires
and the more inielligent this belief, the our constant and continued efforts.
To all these we pledge
broader and wider our field of usefulness our prayers, our sympathies, our labors and our money.
N.Y. CENTRAL.
Sinee the last Gen. Conference two new
and enjoyment.
.
We aie governed so much by what and beautiful churches have been built, and several extensively
there may or may not be in the future, repaired. We are sorry to say that some small churches, by
death and removals, have been weakened, and we fear will beour faith is so intimately interwoven with come extinct. There is throughout the Y. M. an increase of
what of joy or sorrow may be our lot, that interest in missions, and the report of the year 1878 will show

it becomes

3
to God

vered by this report; and fed,

or two churches have been organized within a year. Our mrinisters generally are not supported by the churches, and, while
engaged in secular callings to earn their bread, become dis-

teaching should be banished from the
people’s schools is the wildest folly. The

term

We

One small Q. M. has been

revivals

mean

i
work, ; Jookios

ago, is

other tpon true and - proper notiens of
God. No teacher can give sny proper interpretation to natural science, and leave
God out of iti" The cry that all religious

used refers to the Eastern

which seemed: doubtful, three vears

some particular religions dogma, and the

wide difference between sectarianism and
true religion; Fhe one is ‘founded upon

as

‘was Christ,

_ MINNESOTA.
‘tess.

stone, because he bas not been educated
to more intelligent worship: ; Thereis a

“were.” Paul declares that he hearda
voice speaking ** in the Hebrew tongue,”

grdat

g good

mands large contributions to sustain our fecbls a
po
rendered it very difficult 10 carry forward
work ofin the
this good
secThe success of’ tion. ; ‘Still we live, and have not grown ourMaury

We are scattered over a large territory, and some of the
churches are
guite distant from any other, which is a source of
weakness.
(Unless an active ministér can be obtained to labor
with some of the Q. M's they will probably become extinct.
They have each four or five ministers, but they support themselves and preach but a part of the time. Sundiy-schools are:
cared for, and are prosperous in most of the churches. Some

the confidence

The

the

w
beautiful buildings are completed. The great want of the col- of ‘our churches are situated in mandfactarify
places Where
ee panic Bava ‘been SonpoMsive and
lege is a large endowment. The attendance of students is Ih hard times and the money.
scatteri
ngto society,
the ever busy work of death,
our.
now larger than at any time since the fire.

Religions edpcation
half educate him,
does not come by inspiration, more than
The barbarian, worships a
any other.

(4) The

PENN.

on

fact that our territory

been largely repaired by the generosity of its friends, and four

development.

any-religious bias.”"—Then you will only

of the rulers, and was once as bitter as
they against Jesus.
13—15.
Pavr SmitTEx Down. (1)
The light seen by Paul at mid-day and
which overpowered him has no natural
explanation. I. was supernatural, like
the voice out of the midst of it.
This
heavenly light was also seen on the mount
of transfiguration.
(2) The effect of the
light was to prostrate him and his company on the earth. Inthe ninth dhapter,
Luke mentions only the prostration ef
Paul. le says * the rest stood speech-

of his case before so expert a judge. He
declares in respect to his early life, that
he was educated and lived after the strictTo this, he
©st sect of the Pharisees.
adds, the Jews
might testify if they
would. (2) * And now I stand and am
judged for the hope of the promise made
of God unto our fathers.”
The promise

emotions,

“Educate the child, but do not give him

authority of the chief priests was given
to Paul 10 go among the synagogues of
the Jews and search out Christians there.
Paul had an object in asserting that he
was commissioned of the chief priests.
Tt showed that he was once known at Je-

ited by Agrippa, great grandson of Herod the Great, and son of the Agrippa

religious

pushing:

‘cause in which we are engaged. We ehrn
comm
now fully assured. A beautiful church edifice has been com- Iwportant geld Io jue ijehtion of the Home Si
a
leted, and paid for, in the city of Jackson, another at Grand and as
such assistance
iven to
ge, while several others have been commenced in other lo- es as ¢ tenmstances will wid g Blopw pur Ly Toagling Sukh calities.
& RytoI. About 900 have bee n
i
Hillsdale
ale Coll
College
sustain
stainedhasas fe
|- Mass.
the time
added by baptism dur‘The great loss by fire w hich

education must come to his aid in the

a

at Jerusalem,

us and are doing a noble work for the Master,

some enterprises,

In as much as man is a religious being,
his nature filled with

many,

persecute Christians even jn Gentile
civies. . Surely. this was evidence enough

-and Paul appealed from Festus to the emWhile

their

Festus

accusers Lefore ~ the: Emperor.
peror at Rome.

with

knee.

OFRY THE RELIGIOUS
MAN.
3

Je-

mob, and was illegal. Bitterness of feeling was proved by Paul's undertaking to

Jews, his

Paul in prison to conciliate the

wished

call

however, were put to death; for the Jews
had no authority to put any man to death.

to remain a prigier at Cewesarea for
Felix, suaimoned £2
yeais. Then
on a charge of eruelty to the Jews,
Felix ‘left
superseded by Festus.

to have Paul tried

BY J. .

sns accursed. The fear of death, scourg" | ing or imprisonment were his means. Of
course he could not compel all Christians
to so speak of Jesus. Some sealed their

Acts 26:19.

vllcts 616-=30.

Paul
two
Rome
was

Ve,

unte the

not disobedient

heavenly Vision.”

He compelled
the saints to

sus.

king

O

* Whereupon,

(Oontinued
from dst week.)
:
MIcHIGAN.
During the past year we have been blessed with
| revivals in almost all parts of the Yearly Meeting, and some of
our churches have received large additions. A number of
young men,
graduates from our schools, are laboring among

RELIGION vs. EDUCATION.

cities.

* strange”

being done for the cause of missions abroad, but more. to aid
our weak churches at home, and to establish new interests.
Re are
We

It was not ** blasphemy” to Paul, then,
for men to speak tontemptuously of Je-

PAUL BEFORE AGRIPPA.
BR

or

them unto Gentile,

Papers.)

Lesson

see

Questions

(For

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

MINUTES OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE.

Communications,

Agrippa see to what extent this hatred to
Paul enumerates
disciples was carried.
five different acts of rigor which he did:
them, voted for their
he imprisoned
death, punished them in the synagogues,
made them blaspheme, and persecuted

Yi

CELI

and

you

He spoke

obedience, he

your good qualities
strong you felt with
pressed upon your
fither was kind and

:
Land
TejoiCed

In
Im

hi
1
hls sme

Sometimes, indeed, he might have been
unjust aud even unkind, but that was
because he too, was

feeling the weakness

and imperfection of human.

our God
mercy,

isa perfect father.
justice

and

love

But

nature,

Kindness

center

in

his

character. If he is ‘‘our Father,” then
we are his childrey and we may rest se-

cure. A father possessing ali the elements
of wealth and power, and chiidren main-

taining in bim confidence and ' trust, present the most complete

pictureof bappi-

nese, found in the ‘entire range of ‘human

existence. And then: out of ibis grows
if
another safe and comforting doctrine.

ble work in completing and dedicating a substantial and commodious brick church at an expense of about $5000, which is
free from debt.
Joi
Ouro & PENN. In geographical extent our Yearly Meeting
is very large, embracing portions of two States. The reports
from the churches indicate a fuir degree of prosperity. . Several
in the Ashtabula Q. M. particularly have enjoyed extensive revivals duri~g the last thrge yeas.
The
prospered, but in "a Tess marked degree.

other Q. Md
have
But throughout our

borders our ministers and churches are laboringto maintain
the principles of the glorious gospel ‘of Christ. ‘During the
appreciation sof doctrines and
last three years an increasing
principles distinctively denominational has been apparent.
now than formerly
Aud there is a deeper and firmer conviction

While some of our brethre n who were laboring so arnestly
at the time of last Gen. Con. have been called to their reward,
and others still have left our state for distant fields of labor, yet
by accessions from abroad and conversions in the churches at
home, our numbers ave increasing.
At the. June Conference there was a good representation of
ministers and delegates from.seven Q.
M's,, though two were
not reported, The session was one of deep interest and showed
ade
g
ter's
work.
—A" missionary agent has been appointed to labor ameng desitute
churches, hoping to revive and encourage them. - Much interest. is also felt in the Cairo and Foreign Missions, The Sabbath-

school is regarded as a very essential feature of our work, and

F means are

that our denomination’ is, under God, an instrumentality
well calculated to promote the divine glory and highest inter-

ests of 80 jory.

RECEPTION .OF YEARLY MEEJINGS,

In numerical strength there has: been but Jit-

uring the last twenty years. The most that we
tle choad
can claim is that we have held our own; and that our prospects
are more hopeful now than for several years past. We are
pow wn re than formerly directing our efforts to the organizirion and support of churches in cities nnd villages. The protracted efforts and anxiety of our brethren in the vicinity of

Cleveland for the establishment of a courch in that ely, have

at ast. by the blessing of God, been

rewarded

by a

atifying

being used to make the schools more efficient,

~ "11. The following Yearly Meetings were unanimously

|

received :—The Bengal

ahd. Orissa,

Kansas Northern
Louisiana.

Nebraska

and

1llinois

Central,

Southern,

snd the
ung)

)

A

I

‘REPORT
OF THE PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.
been
has
measure of snceess. A substantial brick chapel
«¢ first in the synagogues” that JeBus was
self-supportentirely
is
which
gathered,
church
&
and
erected
the son of God.
Acis 9:20.
Tbus Paul
for.
12. DEAR BRETHREN :~In presenting our triennial report of the
another, Jt should not be to us incredi- showed that bis conversion was genuine: J Godis our Father, then are we ail bréth- ing, and embarrassed I no debt that is not well provided
will probably be inaugurated in other cities, also, for .interests that we hold in trust as the corporaidrs of the Printin
~ “blethat God raised Jesus from the dead. Then at Jerusalem /and in Judea he ren. No doctiine was oftener and more Measures
Establishment, we will state the important facts connected: wit
preached the sume doctrive to. the Jews. forcibly taught by the Greut Teacher than the plantingof out denominational standard.
“Ihe history of Christianity is proof tht
of business, especially in the ‘our ore for the last three years, and not weary. yon with its
depression
The
River.
Ono
He
began
his
work
‘among
the
Gentiles,
hfs, the brotherhood of ‘man. And how
--awimposter was not the author of our Remember how he and
or
:
ps
and hindered the work details.
mining region, has greatly. embarrassed
Barnabus were
The prostration of Rev. Brother George T. Day,at the close
fanh.
’
separated unto this work. - Acts 13:2,3. it breaks down all false caste and human of the church, the past three years, Rio Grande College is dopar(2) The substance of Paul's preaching is distinciions.. How it cements ‘the essential ing efficient work in the causé of Christian education, The of the last Conference, was a shoek from which he only
9-12, Paul AS AN UNBELIEVER.
lly ‘dielined
i church in Athens Q. M. hag built a neat and substantial tially recovered, and after two months, he
Lod
mentioned.
Agi
ippa
could
thos
see
what
bond
of
union
among
the
human
family.
(His own unbelief, Paul goes on to say,
May 21st. when his fettered spirit, was released, and his
evil Paul had tungut, -He dec ared to the, ‘Whilé the doctrine of the character of the’ ‘house of worship, which was dedicated at the ust Q. M. till
Ibe Morning Star thus lost its able. nnd ac“was once so strong that he thoughtit Lis Gentiles that they should
The Y. M. is in favor of true progress an reform, but strongly soul) was at rest.
*“ repent and Supreme Being 12 wonderful and far reach
opposed to changing
the usiges laid d m in the New Tesia- complished editar, and the board of corporators a judicious
«duty to stamp out’ the growing faith in taro to God, and do works meet for recounselor, and the denomination oné'of its most shininy ights.
entance.”
To repent was to renounce ing, it may be made simple and intelligi- ‘ment, and so earnestly advocated by the fath ors of our denomiJesus. In so doing he was deing God
Barly,in the autumn following, Rev. Brother Tasker left us
mere policy or human expe suey.
bie
to
the
human
soul.
The
mediation
of
oue
for
:
nation,
dolatcy
and
all
other
forms
of
sin;
to
service.
At thal time Paul thought that
join the glorified ones nbove.
The vacancy in the editorial
turn to God wis to ‘necept the truth of of Christ,and inevitable retribution will be
this epistle we are sorry to say tochair
you
«eMling
In
Oxtamio.
was filled at the next anbual meeting, by the unduimous
God had not raised the dead. (2) At (30d as sent them in the gospel of Jesus.
many
Very
nature.
encouraging
very
a
of
natural enough with this first grand and that it can not be
of George ¥. Mosher, and the two vacaucies in the board
Jertsalem itsell Paul declares that he had « Works meet tor repentance” were hol
place in the past four years, many of which choice
“glorious
principle well established. ‘Give changes have taken and
by the election of Revs, J. M |Brewster, of R. T..and E N Fercharacters,
spotléss
lives,
'
benevolent
fle
others require notice, especially the
a recordof fierce hostility te Jesus.
need no mention,
of Me. ; and Rev C. F. Peaney and E. W. Pize. ‘Bq,
. Inghram pald,
Paul showed that his course | the religious, development of thghuma D1 deaih ofg our much respected brothers Rew. J
opposed. mot with words, but with the deeds. Thus
was rather meritorious than criminal.
His soul early and intelligent direction, and whose death was a very serious blow to our cause in Cunada. have Been chosen to fill vacancies occasioned by the resigua“terors of persecution, dll who believed in conversion could not but make an jmof Rev. G. W. Bqan and C, H. Latham, Esq.
a shining foundation stone will have bee n We have at least seven churches that are destiiute of Free Bap- tion
i The universal depression in business and the, deprecia tion in ;
Jesus. * Saints,” then he would not call pression on Herod iud on all ‘who read
tist
preaching,
and
four
or
five
have
lost
their
visibility,
while
laid.
!
:
values, have affected us unfivorably, Rn sothmon withall other
Fo
of it.
| only eight maintain pastors, who ‘80 alternate that three pus
them, but ¢* saints” they. Now seem.to theOurnarrative
lesson
shows
us,
first.that
the
powtors supply the eigat chuwches. Two young ministers have business interests. Our investments do not pay the ratéythoy
"him. The
saints” are the t* holy,” so
formerly did, avd ‘our receipts from alll sources cote
HOT
been licensedto preach during the past year.
«ealled
oy. Pauly not for the: sanctifieation er of God “to give future life is vital, to
Yeebly and slowly or; worse
than that not & few: of leur jjust
ristian faith; nexitbat a life of se.
our
Quarterly
Meeting
‘has
been
tore
or
|
of their character, but for (he relation of sistance to Jesus is hard;
belp lo erect a suitable Assooin- PENOBSCOT. | Every
for e
‘dues are not likely to come at all,
thirdly; thay | Peal
Wo
{
§
less blessed
258¢ with reviva \s and addi ions: during (hid past three
All
=
God.
to
|
|
hrisidans
d
aine
ears. ln ‘many churches the interest in Sabbath schools is
«children sust
{Cantinued next weed)
l in it.
| Saken boly and saves,
-1 wil
be opened
=
:
nereasing, while in a few it languishes sadly. Something is

a)

* The X. M. G. A. of Richmovd,, Va. 8p-

ithe Sepipuares call holy. (8). Paul le

| onvernion lon, lis add stb aiih | tion, builaag. + A. temperauoe restaurant
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Selections.

fallacious evidences of conyulescence, and
thus ve lulled iato fatal security

| malady is left unchecked to do its insioious

THE BOWERS,
Ten thousand sowers through the land
Pussed beedless on their way :
Ten Jlonsged Jeads 4h giety hand

;
every sor
1
i
They cast aid here, they ust seed there,
They cast seed everywhere,

‘With

\

a forest stralghtway grew,
plants of every kind;

windy frditsy and pohsonous too,
n that wood you could find ;

For trees

grew here, and trees grew

there,

And trees grew everywhere,
Anon, as many

a

yeag,

ig thy lifetime

the

went by,

appointed road that leads to spiritual

grave.’

“One week

Chicago.

80 do men

Ie

o

== Tinsley’s Magazine.

O-O-0-O
+0

NO TIME TO PRAY.

“There's the Duke,

A Paris correspondent tells of a man
who recited a prayer ihree hours long on
New Yedr’s day, and litoited his devotions to ivpeating *¢ ditto” every subsequent morping. He adds:
. **The Sisters ol Charily of Nimes beat
this. They sell 4 kind of exact of
prayer,’ inelosed in a scapular, and ad
dressed 10 the Sacred Heurt of Jesus.
‘When tbe scapular is simply pressed to
the heartthe prayer is said. “It costs only
one fxauc, and is suitable for persons who
have not much time to pray.’ ”
“Prayer extrect!” what a convenience

for lazy Coristians! We hope a branch
office for ils sale will be opened in New
York.

What
a saving of time, now taken

up with prayer

meetings, to say nothing

of the expense pt sexion, gas, and carfares.
We wonder if it is a flnid—if so,
we cannot send our prayers in vials by

mail. But perhaps it is a powder, and
so a Ititle can be sent in each leiter. La-

dies might gently drop it on

the

hair, as

a benediction, before they start for a porty, just as they dip their handkerchiefs
in perfame.

It

is cheaper

than

to sii,

as does the Asiatic pagan, before his waterdrom ‘n the river, and pray by a machive. During these sultry deg-days, it
would be a great relief for all ‘called on
professedly to pray, if. this ‘prayer extruct™ coulll be sent instead of one's going personally.
Ba we ate in no mood for pleasantry.
The thought is 100 sad for satire. "The
heathen or the dupes of (he “scapular”
are uot the only ones who seein to feel
€

i

“an

of devotion irksome. How many family
altgrs are deserted, and how many elosets unvisited, because of ‘no time to

God

‘bless him!

him, and be, the great Phin,

lowable
rebuked

S-B

accomplished

rod

in the

leader

band

of their

had always

victory and

been

triumph;

The

signal

with pestilence ; it bad

smitten

the

Egypt

close of the service.
“What
particular

drowned Pharaoh

to-day.

and his host in th Red Sea.
Israel now
saw him lift it in the battle; and *‘surely,” they said, ‘‘be has not lifted it for
quered.
As in natural

things,

so

them.”

but

that shout of a people which announces a
leader's presence which..iney- feel to be
protection, safety, and the certain pledge
of victory. Fazith mikesus conscious of

this presence,

and iL is only when this

confusing.

freshnegs of faith and

hilation,

and

charity

but we have
truthiulness,

no count of fits substantial
or that right here hes the

secret of the spiritual unrest and unbealthfulness with which the lives of real Chris:
tians are often saddened and enfeedled
The exhortations of the apostle,

taken in

their true. sense, have reference to that
self-examination which sits in judgment
upon our lives as. represented. in acts and
urposes, - It is

an

entire

perversion

of

ripture precepts to speod our time in
morbid inspection of moods and emotions.

Feeling is undoubtediy to a certain extent

symptomatic of ourspiritual condiion. But
it is by no means a sure iidex. Thesubtle
operations of our emotional natures often

defy the analysis ofthe skilled

observer.

apd

men

The

next

world,

still greatly

in

like the child” seeking
bow
that

from ourselvés,

It is brougnt

into most

refreshment
and inspiration come to Christians Irom:
the anticipation of the ‘‘rest tha¢ remaineth,” an

eternily that

is in shadow, that

and bappi-

ness comes as an incident to that aim,

Human experience is perfrctly

consigtént

object in life is certain to miss

is atthin-

with Scripture truth in demonstrating that
the mun who seeks happiness as a primary
ment, while he who makes duty and
loving obedience his firet desire, secures

the noblest «hjoyments of life here and
hereafier.
We meet happiness, most,

"words

of

condéwm tion

is

in

his ‘eon-

science?
All that toere is for him is
uw,
In a momenthe may pass away
from time, and ‘enter into eternity. - The
old Latin motto was ‘‘dum spiro spero”
—whilst I breathe I hope. The Christian
motto

is,

dum eipiro

spero—when

[ am

expiring I'hope. I often'look into men’s
faces with:the sad thought that they are

A. Tho-

have

my

Temperance Ensign.

conceived?

To think of

|

and in rags,
humble garblessedness
afford—that

The fountain of living waters is

not in these burning sands; it bursts from

the smitten Rock, the Rock of Ages, clef.
for a thirsting world. And in the eas of
the “panting, dying multitudes, * Jesus

©

whosoever

;

ww

FURGUSON . Albany, Ohio.

34

3000 Agents wantod instantly for our great

book, “Turkey and War in the East.”
Taking like prairie fire. $1 outfl free.
13634
H UNT & CO.. Rockland, Mags,

Fine Cards, Damask, Kepp,

on 13cts. CLINTON BRO

6-0-6
--6-

Conn.
$5 t

are led out of seIf ino communion with

the great fountain/ of all blessing, God.
That wonderous paradox which makes +

generots abandon

LS

all things ihe

“condition of possessing all things,

18 ¢x

emplified in every true Christian ife. Not

feeling, not happiness, not heaven itselt’ is
its highest end

and

aim,

but

uber

sell:

abandonment in doing the. willof God
‘He that findeth his life shall loses it, and

" he that loseth bis life for, my sake shll
find it”
:
iii,
4
We
da not, of course, intend.to dis-

courage

self-examination

1

any true

sense.
The Jaw of God demands
he
strictest and most constant scrutiny of our,
ownrlives and ‘motives. Bot inet ag in

the ‘physical disease, we miy go either.to

the extreme of undue confidencein certain

their

heaven .bere, and

that it is

happy. Their bomes ave bright. . But
ti ree score years and ten end their heaven.
All thesorrows and trials of this world
are nothing in comparison with the exceeding joy and glory to be revealed, the
apostle says; und the same thought which
suddens us over some who séem the most’
successful, suggests comfort, as'we consider those who, though sorrowing and
stricken are still trusting in the promises
of Jesus.

to visit Chicago, saw that boy on the
streets drunk one night.
i
‘ When that neighbor weut home, at

1y52

{ $6

first he thought he wouldn't
say anything

~about it to the boy’s father, but

afterward

he thought.it was his duty 10 telt kim. So

in a érowd in the street of their little town

he jast took the father aside and told him |
what hé had seen in Chicago. It was a

terrible, blow.

When

(he children

had

a week in your

outfit free.
ne. -

own

town.

Terms

and

4

A

~

~

Disorders,

most

le.

vag

$840 Sloe day to Wide-Awake Agents. Sample ®
Catalogue free. R. L. FLETCHER, 11 bse y
- [2635
wt » viii
8u N.Y.

6

Conn,

5

oe

1y52

Mixed Cards, with name printed on all, for
13c. Outfit 25¢, CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
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" HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.
, Invariably cure

all diseases

they

secrele

foo

much

the regions of the

taken
small

according

Ointment

or

too

little

kidneys, these

of the back

be

or

rubbed

at bed tiwe.

immediate

reliet

and

into

This

these

Pills;

when

they

ne

H. E. HIBBARD,

the

ireatmeni

all other

Chorus Choir Instruction Book.
By A. N. Johnson.
tem of this

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
as

mercantile

ARNE

Bat Botts fr Sagng Solos.

should be

directions,

well

Its grady-

leading

he

Principal and Proprior,
608 Washington Street, Boston.
(Hours, © till 2.)
[oN
)
3m33

For Btomachs out of Order.
of the stomach

''""

Bi the city.

dress

water;

Pills

to the printed

should

will give almost

in a

affec'ing these organs, whether

whether they
be affiicted with stone or gravel,
or with aches and pains settled in the loins, over

the

ates may. be found

houses

Pupils received at any time during thé year,
upon suitable not fication. For Admission or for
Prospectus contaiining terms, &¢, apply to or ad-

the following diseases:

Disorders of the Kidneys,
In

y

As thorough training is offered.in this School'to those who desire to prepare for business pursuits,
ass
giver in thie Law or Medical.8¢hool to those
who choose a Proféssion. Kash pupil ddvances
independent of any other. .

Tt does not heal externally alone,

remove

Just out.

celebrated

teacher,

Contains
so

the sys-

minutely

and

Riaibly deseribed, that it is the eagiest and best
anu 1 for Teachers and Leaders; an
is also a

all

acidity occasioned either by intemperance or imProper diet. They reach the liver and reduce it
0a healthy action; they. are wonaerfully effica-

most enlertaining, useful and

thorough

book for

all Music Classes and Conventions ; with the

pain-

est of plain instructions,’and 26i pages of the best
music, graded {rom the easiest to toe most difficult, and cont nually referred to. The book also
best answers that perplexing question: “How to
have good singing in Congregations.” $1.38; or
$12.0) per doz.

cious in cases of spasm—in fact they never fail in
curing all disorders of the liver and stomach.
OLLOWAY’S
PILLS are the best known in
the world
for the
following diseases:
Ague,
Asthma, Bilious
Complaj..ts, Blotches
on
the
Skin,
Bowels, Consumption,
Debility, Dropey,
Irregulari es,
Female
Erysipelas,
Dysentery,
Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indigestion, Inflammation,Jaundice, Liver Complaints,
umbago, Piles, Rheumatism, Retention of Urine,
Scrofula er King’s Evi!, Sore Throats, Stone or
Gravel, Tic-Doulourex, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms
of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, ete,

Sint

THE ENCORE.
fine book has already

As

By L. O. Emerson. Thig
been used by
thousands,

who have had but one opinion as to its sdmirable
collection of sacred. Music, of Glees, Quartetts,
Trios, Ducts, Songs, &c., for practice.
Itisa Sal

ital Glee

Book a8 well

as

Swinging

Class

Book.

_ IMPORTANT CAUTION.

Thorouzh- Instructive Course.
per dozen.
J

None are genuine unless
HAYDOCK, as agent for the
rounds each box of Pills and

PERKINS SINGING
SCHOOL.
By W.O.
Perkins,
This, like the “Encore,” is a n eéxcellen

—

the signature of J.
Unite
States, surOintment,
A band-

will be given to any

one

WAY

&

Co.,

New

York,

and

by

all

world, in boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents, and

each.
;
Aa There is a considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.
;
.B ~—Directions for the guidance of patients mn

OLIVER

J. E. Ditson

en Harvest for
age

‘WORK FOR

of

ERYSIPELAS.

:

@

cop.

1y388

of

and

8SSOIIOtt:

Cough,

always

Asthma,

affords

cures

in.

of the

milder varieties of bronchial disorder, aswell

as

the more formidable diseases of the lungs.
As asafeguard to children, amid the distressing diseases which beset the Throat and Chest of
Childhood, it is invaluable; for, by its timely use,
multi
s ave rescued and restored to health.
This
ntedicine gains friends at every trial, as
thie cures it is- constantly producing are too remarkable to be forgotten. No family should be
without it; and those
who have bnce used it

neverwill,.

.

Eminent Physicians throughout the country
prescribe it, and Clergymen often recommend it
from their knowledge of its effects.
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The reputation it has attained, in consequence of
the marvellous cures it has produced during the
last half century, is a sufficient assurance to, the
public that it will continue to realize the happiest
results that can be desired.
In almost every
section of country there are persons, publicly
known, who have beenrestored from alarming and
even desperate diseases of the lungs, by its use.
All who have tried it,acknowledge its superiority ;
and where its virtuesare known, no onl hesitates
as to what medicine to employ to relieve the dis.

rapid

Jlrpin

Michg’n City,

Lungs

and Corsumption.

performs

0.

G. T. Junct’n*
Wayne June.
4 sckson, ar 1020 Jackson,
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ness legitimate. Particnlarsfree,
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Michigan Central Railread..

Wayne Junc.,
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Detroit, Ar.
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Good instructive:
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to insure their success this season by
these books. For sale everywhere,
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+ worm,

Blackheads, Ringe
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“double

their money
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Barber's
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from © Chicago
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all.
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To mansions in the skies.”
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sex the best and most thorou
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and fully recognized as

five boxes of your pills.”

itress and suffering peculiar t6 pulmonary affec.

The Maguificent Scriptural Painting of Christ
and his
discinles, embracing all the principal
évents ii the lives of these illustrious persona3 for a period of nearly forty years—painted on
0,000 feet of canvas, Sompsising about 5Y scenes,
showing each picture 8x12 feet, is in good running
orders it forms &n exibition of great merit—tihree
persons is aH that is required, and can be exhiblied every evening—weigus 800 pounds—hundreds
of teetimonials can be furnisned
from the press
and clergy
in regardfo its excellence.
For
her
Raxticulars,
address
or ap-!
Bly to GEORGE H. TWOMBLY, Printer, MORNING
TAR OFFICE, or P.;0. box 172, DuvER, N. H.
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come
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will, let bim come, and take of the water

of life freely.”

2,4, 6 & 8 Home 8t., Cincinnati,0,

GEO. E. TERRILL, Underhill Center, Vt.

ings for something that earth can’ never
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the s ul unsaved never knows.
Ob, world-wearied: souls, cease from
your vain endeavors, your Iruitless striv-

unto me and
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will bé sure
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50 Busket Bristol, Fancy Plaid, Embossed Phan.
tom, Marble, and many other styieés sent. post.
paid or. 25 eents. All the latest styles kept con
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on hand, and printed at prices that defy

In him there is permanent satisfaction ;
.the peace that passeth knowledge ; the joy

cries, ‘* If any ‘man thirst, let’ him
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want of space compels me to conclude.
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Detroit.
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all its pleasure,

And ranged the lurid plams of vice}
But never found substantial joys,
"Until I saw my Saviour’s face.”

give.

,

* Ihave

=

This School is desiened to give pupils of either

| tnrn wail, for chills and fever. ”

Jie PLATED WATCHES. Cheapest
in'the known world. Sample Watch Free to
Agents. Address; A. COULTER & Co., Chicago.
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' I.enclos
a dollar;
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your rice is 26 cents
medicine to me is wd Li a Roltar.
ae, bukihé
{{WLét me have three boxes of your pills by re

references.

and

|

ch

ment behind the ears, and the noise hag leit.”
dyad me two boxes; I Want one for a poor fam.

J. B. WATKINS & CO, Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 248 Broadway,
New York.
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that was

habe for

morbus; the dear Little thing got well A
He
~y phi of a morning is now cured.”
01
x of Holloway’s Ointment
nofses in the ‘head. TI hd bed some of fread

Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We
guarantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
€xcged one third of the actual value. In over
81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal, Send

bX

pills t6§ my

Cherry Pectoral

10 PER CENT NET.
for particulars

a

"Ayver’s

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.

eae and rest |

and friendless, and crippled,
wasiing with disease in some
ret, has a contentment and
that palaces of’royalty do not

“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache

chronie.”
‘1 gaye one of your

Scrofula, andall diseases of the Skin.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

so

me

Houndend for another box and keep them in the

CALVIN SANDERS,

I

:
gave

Pls

Me.,, never fails inthe cure of the severest forms
of Erysipelas,
Kheumatism,
and all forms of

ADVERTISEMENTS.

imagi-

appetite;; Holloway’
Holloway’s

“Your pills are marvelous,”

some reward

beart to dare tell them how much more
loveable they are when so engaged.—

| that "is unspoakablo and falls of glow ot
And the saint of God, poor and hungry,

lively exercise, by looking upto Jesus and ‘knows no variableness, that is without
not to self, Iu is the result of attraction alloy.:
Can’ there be anything’ sadder
without, and not of commution within. It, than the opposite of this in am m’s: life!
is expansive and outguing, aud net the When he is. overcome with a fearlul lookrecoil of tbe sonl upon.is own narrow ing for of judgment; when in his solemn
life. Tt does nat make even happiness its moments the ourline of the great white
primary ¢ud ard aim, Christ ‘and bis throne is ‘before him, and ithe echo of (he
commapds are the single aim,

.

the |
the

“of the religious "dyspeptic Who is always

us?—Dr.

ple need is something to keep them : happily absorbedin others, and some loving

“I've sought for bliss in glittering toys,

the

beckons forward, and
are said to be where

arouse

they had a chance to lapse again into
their complaining ease. What these peo-

profit and honor, has no balm that ean
heal an aching heart, no joy that can fill
the ¢¢ dismal vacaity” that eartuly satiety
leaves behind.
nd
:

rainbow—the longer the search the fupther the
flowers

ounce

sinful, ruined world with

the
God
and
been

foot of

That is
must be

became sweet, gentle, loving and altogether womanly.
This lasted until the
Hecessity of the time passed over, and

without him is folly and 4 ness. The
experience of ages is, ‘min tities the
world, exbausts its joys and ple:sures,
and cries out, * All is vanity and vexation of spirit.” Thirst is not quenched by
sand ; hungeris not appeased by gold;
pain is not cured by merchandise; and a

deterioration in

the

of fortune which

God himself.

best of the’

coming time. The golden age for
oeliever is just about to dawn, since
through the gospel brought life
immortality (to l'ght. History has

apostle.
For he

IRRITABLE PEOPLE.

formed it that while many things can
please, only one can 'sati~fy, and that is

Christian is in the future. The goldea
age of the dreamer had already concluded,
is. nothing but

Nothing has so subdu-

0-0-0

:

leaves in the mind a dismal vacuity.”
God, who made the human
heart,

always one dispéusaiion beyond. This is
the indivect influence of the gospel. Augustine, in* his City of God, drew the
contrast between heathenism and Christianity ip this very fact; the best of: the

and there

«I thought you

a relish of pleasure—and have been the
universal object of love. Ina more advanced age | have spent years in intelleetual pleasure. I have at lass risen to fa.
vor; but I protest to you, my dear madame, that every one of these conditions

be after death. , The golden age is

neatben i3 in the past; the

impatience

plish, if the Iouder thunder of Christ's example falls to
luck.

er

nation could scarce

their living by vague notions of that which

may

my

attract him, if he is pot excited and admonished, and charmed by the example of
Christ? What should the noise of pamphlets and discourses be able to accom-

you

have been young and beautitul—have had

wheiher

Much less trustworthy ‘are the conclusions
feeling his own spiritual pulse, and is
morvidly suspicious of the sate of his
spiritual digestion.
True piety leads us out of and away

hight

I had
Boar
no
Znoappe

of | means have failed.

a knave who would see his Lord fist and
suffer hunger, while be himself was feasting acd liymg in idleness and pleasure.
. « . Whoo will be able’ to move or

The wife of Louis XIV., writing to
her friend
Madame de la Maisonfort,
says, ‘ Why can I not give
you my experience? Why can I not make you sensivle of that uneasiness which preys upon
the great, and the difficulty they Toor
under 10 emp'o;
ir ti
ot
see that I am dying with melancholy in a

are

controlled

of

Jesus Christ,’ says the
indeed most attractive.

ROYAL WRETOHEDNESS.

men will have it so or not, must be a
factor in present living. Even those who
assert beliefin the absurd theory of anoniare

ashamed of my

as. my Saviour’s example.
As Luther
beautifully writes: *“¢ Put on the Lord

2

Garrick,

to be. =
all ‘things, he,
but that of’ his

ing and humiliating an influence upon.me

domain

had

ashamed

and my passion.

-o-O
*+o

either contident or fearful as their anticipations of that coming ave comforting =

The counsel to self-examination which
Paul gives is, we fear, sadly perverted.
‘There are,” observed Isaac Tayior ‘‘anatomisis of piety who desiroy all the
hope

day:

again, I am

:

the Observer.

THE OHRBISTIAN HOPE.

another

please him”—and I believe it.to;be in very
truth that he ntters this—I then become
conscious of what man, who i3 created in

wy disobedience ; when I see how he bore
the contradiction of smners against bimself, and when hé wus reviled, reviled not

And by this reproof of the British Rosclus the Doctor greatly profited. He was
admired for the perfect grace and propriely of his pulpit manvers.—W. H. B. in

The whole world is looking forward. It
Christ.
;
lives more in the thought of thas which
Can we wonder at the meagecrness of may be, than in the realization and enjoysuch lives—the thin, shallow experience, ment-of that which is. The well-worn
the leanness, poverty, and barrenoess of lines of the poetis true of each ove of
such, who have ouly
a name to live while
| ye
they are dead. If, in this age of fever“Man never is, bul always to be, blest.”
ish excitement, there is any want above
all others, it is more time to pray.—Church
Homan life is on tip-toe, looking out toward the horizon to see that which shall
with

y

a ledger.”

disciples of Jesus

come

onus. ‘And ‘when the Saviour utters such
words as, ** I do always those things that.

But for all irritable people there can
more indecent than to see a clergyman
be nothing so good as a_ thorough .intersel abont sacred service as if he werea .est
in somebody else. This has made a.
tradesman, and wanted to get through as hundred homes changeas by magie.
Soon as possible: But what books’ might Mothers who have been commoa scolds
those be which you had before you in the
or else dismal fireside fretters, havebeen
desk P”
made into new creatures by ‘sicknessin
“Only the Bible and Prayer Book,” the
family. All their thoughts were tukreplied the preacher.
en up with the suffering one, and eway
‘ Only the Bible and Prayer Book?” from themselves. They had a new in-.
rejoi
the actor. “Why, you tossed flow of mental inspiration.
There was
them “about and turne d over the leaves as something to do, and they must do it.
| carele

(Num. 23:,21).
king gives,

When we foam ny ify Who we feel to. be
tratbful.and
humble speaking great things
of himself, it has atumiliatiog eet io

must bave bad, from the harry ‘in which
you entered the desk. Nothing can be

than of the literal Israel, “The shout of a

king is among

but since | have compared myself ‘with
lim, bow insignificant have ‘I become.

gave him, and drank it, I am asbamed

tbe duty was over?” asked

* Woy,” said

and hence the strength of “looking unto
Jesus.”
The only relation which our
Leader bas ever borne to the enemy has
been that of a triumphant conquerer. HE
is the captain of his people, and it may
be said of ‘them in a much higher sense
This is not the shout the

business

“None,”

y
spiritual;

in

when

the sector.

the first time in vain.”
Animated, therefore, by the sight, they fought and con-

comparatively, ean testiiy, even of those

by immersing themselves day and night
in the infected atmosphere of their own
bosoms.” ‘This language seems strong,

graceful acior on the

of Bath and Biistol. He used to tell of
two lessons on elecution which he had
one day received from Garrick at the

for

it bad turned

Nile into "blood ; it bad

joyment of “ The :till hour,” how few,

MORBID SELF-EXAMINATION.

and

ing attracted many hearersin his

ucconquered

the

to kno
the w
true condition of man, Formerly, by comparing myself with what was
small, T appeared great in my own ‘eyes:

am ashamed of my pride; when 1 see
how he took the cup which his Father!

once kindly
Garrick, the

bouse, of Northampton, who had been the
tamily physician of Dr. Doddridge. Dr.
Stonehouse had come to Northampton an
wen,” he exclaimed, ‘ate indomitable at infidel, but on reading ¢* Christianity
present.” The presence of ihe Duke of Founded on Argument,” from the pen of’
Wellington was worth five thousand men, | Dr. Doddridge, bis views were revolubecauseit never entered into the minds
tionized, = He retracted his published
of the soldiers that he could he defeated, opinions, and. at length gave up his medical = profession
and they were therefore indomitable when
for
the = Christian
they saw him beside them.
ministry iu the Church of Englaid. PosIsrael's eye was. upon the hand of Mo- sessing superior powers, his ‘ preachses as they fought against Amalek.

Hb

' THE EXAMPLE OF OHRIST,
Itis only since’ 'his Divine form has
arisen before
my soul that/l have learned

ambition ; when I see how he came not
to be ministered unto but to minister, 1

Euglish stage, in the case of Dr. Stone-

ward almost alone to join bis little band,
and
the shout which
announced
bis
presence is most instructive. The French
marshal drew back bis forces. > “These

faith fails that the Christian can be overpray.” Perhaps now and then a puff of thrown. Let it abide unsbhaken, and it
empty incense ora burried glance at the renders him indomitable. —7¥mes of ReSonbrlirer, is bad to satisfy a conscience Jreshing.
!
not wholly dead, but «a for real solid en-

who are nominally

leaves as if it was

ta call it such—was
by the celebrated

will heal

your broken hearts."—D
I.’ Moody.
.

PILLS.

Extracts from various Letters ;

to his

to Chicago'a bright and shining light,
If you have a burden like this, fathers,
mothers, bring it to him
and cast it on

Facts.

HOLLOWAY’S

on going over the’ threshold
was:
‘Mother, I have come home to ack you to
pray lor me ;’ and soon alter be went back

This pulpit fault—or foible, if it bé' al-

rather see his face than a whole brigade,”
~a shout echoed by voice after voice
along tbe line.
The British General
hearing of the danger, had bastened for-

:

[mother’s home, and the first thing be said

in order” becoming the house of God.

1'd

left

Hé coulda’t tell why. = An un-

a ledger or commonplace daybook. It the inge of God, ought
is not ~uited to inspire a. holy reverence | When I see how, in
in the hearts and minds of a worshipping sought not his own glory,
ussembly. Tt is not done ‘decently and heavenly Father, I am

During the Peninsular war, the body
of the French army once bore down on a
handful of British soldiers in the plains of
Pampelupa, Suddenly a shout was heard.’

everywhere,

had

seen power, seemed,to lead ‘him

sos in’ the presence of the burning bush,

ly turn over its sacred

afier, that boy

These

The Testimony of the Whole World.

saved and wiil never come to a ¢runkard’s

soundness. But Godin his Word
gives ‘for the place whereon thou standest is
ose pre
Akon
once more,
no sanction either to: that spiritaul ~self- holy. ground.” ¢» Keep ithy
And wandered neath the leaf-md sky,
fool when
confidence 01 spiritual bypochoudria which thou goest to the house of God,” said
And wondered at the store;
comes front a morbid and misguided study Solomon. Invisible angels stand around
For fruit hung here, and fruit Kang there,)
And fruit hung everywhere,
:
of our own hearts and emotions, Duty is every pulpit, and the Son of God is
there
definite. Feeling rests” upon a thousand
looking on and sces and
bears,
rry bright,
contingencies. ‘There is no need of misNo monarch of earth admits
A
den
taking the one. There is abundant reason to his throne.room so heedlesslyhis assubjects’
nd some ate to their
ng delight,
many
for distrusiing
the other. ‘Trusting in ‘enter the pulpit—the throne-room
And some ate but to die;
of God.
in Christ
‘While some plucked bere, and’ some plucked | emotions saves no one. Trusting
ny. pastors and. preachers
enter the
there,
.
18 the one condition of absolute safety and pulpit and reverently bend
the knee in
And some plucked everywhere.
‘eternal peace.— London Baptist.
silent prayer. Others enter the pulpit as
Nor knew they in that tangled wood
if in haste, and’ without a pause lay hold
i
he trees that weretheir own ;
of the Bible—God's own book—and rude“THE SHOUT OF A KING."
Yet usthey plucked as each one should,
{Euan plucked what he had sown,
$0 do men here, s0 do.men there,

Mark

know when or where, but God has given
me faith to belikve that our son will be

hudst thy

work,or on the other hand wa way be led
~ REVERENOE IN THE PULPIT.
into a morbid watchfulness of moods and
The pulpit is a sacred place. It is the
feelings and ill-undersiood symptoms. altar
of God, It isthe audience-chamBoth are errors. Wuoat we peed is the ber
of Jehovab, into which the preacher
approprinte medicine. So with the disease and man of God enters to deliver solot’ sin. TFerlings and symptoms may de- emn messages, and make supplications
Joire ue (Christ ill not.
The
eat for the ius of the people and o er praise
“bysician is unfailing.
‘SFhere is a balm -and thanksgivings. ' There he stands<pein “Gilead.” ~ There is oe nowhere
the living and the dead in sin. =
else, ‘So long, then, as self-examination tween
There is no place. on/earth where huleads us'away trom self and into Christ it man feet stand so burdened with fearfal
is healthful. Whatever carries usout of responsibilities to God and to man, as
our own darrow purposes into active union the pulpit of salvation. *‘ Put off thy
with him in whom our lives are hid, is in shoes from off"ihy feet,” said God to Mo-

** All seed 1s in the sower’s hands,”- ROSETTI,

‘The land

ber that thou

good things."—Tyng, Jr.

while the

Trains leave New York,

January 1, 1877,

foot of Liberty strect,

Trenton and Philadelphia, at 6.30, 8,
9.80, 11.34
1 A. Mg, 1.30, 8.30,,6:80, 12.00 P. M.; and 4.00 P. M. Qe
nton.

.

Leave Philadelphia from station North Pennsyt
vania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, as 7.30,

9.80, (1.30 A. M. 1.80, 4.15, 5.80, 12-00. P. M.

Leave Trenton for New York. at 1.20, 6.35, 8.00,
10.15 A. M., (2.15, 2.10. 4.50, 6.05 P.M.
Pullman dr. wing-room cars are attached tothe
| 9.30 A. M. and 1 30 P. M. trains and sleeping cars to
the 11 o'¢loek ‘midniyht trains trains frome both
PUstiSHED Quarterly; containin;
the obser:
New York and Philadelphia.
J
A
vationsin regard to the causes, character and Bird
of e 4 foot of Fh ety atrects
treatment of Can ser and Allird Conditions, daring
08.
an
roadway, at
the pris
i
the et thirty.
years.
Over 800 cases reportHotels,
al offices of the
Erie
Railway Comed under the naw fieatment. Edited b Robt. 8 - | pany in
New York and Brooklyn, and at No.
Newton, M.. D. Professor of Surgeiy in the Eclecs 1G Just street Brooklyn. Baggage checked from
tic Medical Coll age « f the City of New York. Sube
scription §1.00 per annum ; Single Numi’
;
ns leave New Yor
bers, 25¢
street, at 9.30 A. M.,4.30, 12.60 P. M.Leave Philade
Aadress :
ROBT. S. NEWTON.
hia at 930 A. M., 5. 30, 12.00 P. M.
137 West 47th Street, New York.
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Boston

in

take the direction of

winter promisesto

local church work. Rav. Mr, Pentecost
has already commenced a series of *‘special gospel meetings” in his church, in
which he is assisted by Dr. Tourjee, and
whith are already well attended, and in-

the city

in

Other churches

are contemplatinga similar movement.
For permanent results, whatever may be
the extent of the work, we have no doubt

that such meetings will ‘be

OHRISTIAN

school has not fulfilled the promise it
gave, says the Committee, nor does it
meet the wants of young men and women who ought to be kept in the charch.
Is it not possible to supply this latter defect,if in every city and village congregations will unite in building guild rooms or
halls in which men and women may be
brought together to have their social.
moral, and intellectual wants supplied?
The Committee believe that recent events
in the history of the country impose upon
the church the duty of setting forth the
‘fundamental ‘principles’ that are at the
foundation of social order in America. The

money, &c.,
\etters on business, remittances of
Dover,N.H.
should be addressed to the Publisher,

effort

the path of duty, honor,

tion throughout the country. The Sunday-

all

and

Editor,

to the

tion should be addressed

and

those various ministrations of charity

There

and

success

this week of prayer, and it should always
be desirable to awaken and promote such
interest as that.

is
for

social effort, by whic not only the bodies every church, every body of churches.
work is so great and glorious
of men are to be diligently cared for, but The
that
we
can not afford to fritter away our
as
far
as
wants
ctual
intelle
and
moral
the
possible supplied. The existing system time on visionary experiments. | Let our
his leadof lay reading does not meet this want, motto be, Service for God under
:
especially among the colored population ing.
of the South and the agricultural popula-

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1877.
©. F. MOSHER, Editor.

in all Ourselves ever at his disposal.

part

in taking

pel of Christ, and

The Morning Star.

teresting.

wi

epee

=

Evangelistic

31, 1877.
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MORNING STAR,

THE

hen

especially

shades of belief, so that the assumption of
any particular man against all the wisdom
and uniform conviction of his whole
church is rendered ~entirely unnecessary

munionists. The Freewill Baptists commune
only with Christians, while
the other

and mischievous.

sometime what the action above quoted
has todo with close communion anyway?

OURRENT TOPIOS.
——Tur National Congregational Council,
recently held at< Detroit, has served to
register more or less distinctly the average conviction of Congregationalists on
current subjects, we take it, whatever else
it has done or failed to do. The very
great fears of the very Httle State of Rhode

ASSOCIATIONS.

We are reminded afresh of the impor-

out by the Secreiary of the International
Committee. From it we learn that there

on the other side of the Atlantic.” The

which

are reported to go hand in

in the

will be continued through the coming

colored schools in ‘the Sotith. "Whole
asses of gradites are reported as all

ments as we may be able to make. One

We are able to announce to our readers
that the accustomed features of the Star

hand

year, with such additions and. improve-

page, and subscribers will’ be infotmed

next week by eircular of a liberal offer to
induce them to aid in ‘the ‘eirculation of

est in the work, and thé Staies sre ‘more
fully providing schools and appropriating money for the education of the color-

by President Bascom, of the Wisconsin
State University, putting denominational
colleges and State Uaiyersities on' a level
-as to the support due from the churches.
While expressing a purpose to do what

for the far greater multitude of uncon-

TO OUR PATRONS,

Association relating to education,

ing a deepening sympathy with and intér

for. One of the signidéant features of the
Council was its disapproval of a resolution

multitude of Christian young men thus
associated unite in setting apart the week
beginning with the second ' Sunday’ in
November, as a season of special’ prayer

We long to know.

[followers of Christ.?, Meanwhile the bet- or two offers appear elsewhere on this
ter classes of Southern citizens are show-

by other localities, for the protest had a
brief, good-natured’ hearing and then
another Council was straightway arranged

are over one thousand such. Associations
in this country, and about as many more

;

was presented last week
at its meeting in
Syracuse, N.Y. Religion and temperance

recurring” councils
of this kind tend to eccleslasticism, or
‘worse, do not seem to be, generally shared

tian Associations by a circular lately sent

:

Baptists commune with church members!
By the way, will our , contemporary tell us

——GENERAL interest attaches to that
portion of the report of the Executive
Committee of the American Missionary

tance and powerof Young Men's Chris- Island that ‘regularly

{

ed children.

the paper.

The Association cobperates

‘Thankful for past patronage,

we believe thatwe shall be able to makethe

Star still more worthy ofit in the fatare.

with them, providing competent teachers,

and in some instances extending the time

verted young men, and for = Christian could be done to promote Christian culture of the schools, The normal school work ‘Our departments of religious and secular
propthat
work on their behalf. In this observance’ in these State institutions, the Counci [| is, for the present,of great and increasing intelligence, of help in Sunday-scheol
reminded
are those which affect bodies of men that people need to be
do
that
they ask the co-operation of all Christian made itself understood, though none too importance, Of the 5500 students in its work, of family reading, of enrrespondrights
no
have
are not only manageable in size but that erty and culture
s
twenty-six schools under the care of 134
and it people on both sides of the sea.

not impose’ equivalent obligations,

after and cared

can be carefully looked
for afterwards.

emphatically, in its preference for the depominational schools.
We do not learn
ganizations is to labor as the messengers that any attempt was made to express any
In a vast formula of belief, which omission was emiof Christ and his church.
repeated -nently Congregational. The Council was
twice
the
homes
of
wultitude
question of David—*1s the young man well attended, its utterances timely and
safe?” has never yet received a joyful its influence can. but be beneficial to the

is the duty of those thus blessed to teach
of * religion

principles

The Watchman is of the opinion that
the present system of suspension and expulsion from the common schools should
be supplemented by “some mild form of
corporeal punishment, such as can not
admit of cruelty, or work injury to the
scholar.” The difficulty “would be to administer such punishment in the way

example

and

by precept

the cardinal

morality,

and

which are the basis of all. Uuless these
principles are embedded in the hearts and
consciences of the people, mere physical
force will be powerless to defend the
most important instituiions of society.

answer.

such

teachers,

antagonism between

and asked how the

punishment

that it may

end

the

to

These bands of

are
anxieties,
such
just
relieve
to
seeking
appeal strongly to our sympathies.
The circular states that the Associa
tions are making decided progress. Those
en this Continent are banded together as
State and’ Provincial Conventions in
-wenty-four different groups, eleven of
which employ a secretary to correspond
w.th and make them mutually helpful to
jae anoher. Forty-eight societies own
vaildings woith over two millions of
dollars. One hundred and five employ
secretaries devoted wholly to the work,
Ten years ago there was hardly a single
Association building,and not half a dozen

Employers and all who are looked up to Christian young men, therefore, who

churches.

racy and

be

administered ‘under the least provocation
to an abyse of temper.

Episcopal

the

traditions of

church setting itself in earnest about

the

in

so-

improvement of the lower classes

ciety,

ployes along the 80,000 miles of American
Railroads the International Committee
are sending their visitors. A few vigorous

The influence exerted

have been formed.

by these during the recent strikes was is
every insta?Ce helpfal to the friends of
tive because they are not wisely formed.
end. sought, peace and order. At more than one point
large-cities;~and—especially—that—in—the- -The-motive-may-be.good,.the
their
port of New York, is a ‘good ilastration. a worthy one, yet some folly in planning serious - disaster was ~ averted by work
this
Though
restraint.
e
wholesom
These people, as a class, are confessedly or executing may cause failure. Saul of
Tarsus was a man of noble. powers, of is still in its infancy, a beginning full of
the most hardened

against gospel

The schenies of men often. prove

infiu-

promote the kingdom of God.
thought that the way

« Observer furnishes important information
- as to ite wide-spread influence, and adds
that
¢from the missionaries of the
American Seamen’s Friend Society, who
are stationed at the large ports in every
quarter of ‘the

globe,

and

from

behalf of a class of people whose bravery
"is equal to the perils amidst which they
live, and whose generous natures are

well fitted to aeeept and hopor
» tian religion.
That old question—how

was

the Chris-

and we may always be sure that

right when God leads us.

When

fore in
own

learn this great lesson.
how many lives

are

sea sailing for Africa.

should

These seasons of united prayer “on be-

half of their work have in each year been
signalized by many revivals, in whieh
numbers of young men have been added
to the churches. The present year there
is promise of an observance by Assoeia~

churches

tions and

that the same is ‘an

ever before.

‘Morning Star” from now till Jan.

accept the reality, though but a poor rem- ‘was large

are pro-

of common equality supplies for a comniasses” will be reached.
the
mon need,

enough to be very helpful in
;1
;2
the gospel} he general work
nant be left. Better enter
Jennot
than
harvest at the eleventh hour
At the recent Episcopal Genera} Convention in Boston, one of the delegates, a

‘Railroad President from Clevelund, Ohio,

work on behalf of Railroad men. and is

restraining influence at the period of the

Cleveland

deliberately

voted to march through the

may never be offered? An immortal career is before us. We need divine guidance
and help. We must have it or perish.

we

were

deterred by

the Preshyterian Synod of New Jersey,
which practically forbids women to speak
in publie, the Independent says :

the

greatest and wisest (save Moses)

of the

ual swbordination. It is absurd nuw and
here for a strong woman to be imagined
in subordination to a weak man, Riaicule
as one may the *‘ spirit of the age,” it is
the opening Providence of God, and the
Synod of
New Jercey is powerless to
withstand it. ¢
Tn this connection the following incident
iy
is not without its force:
Synod

‘During the session of the same

whith ‘condemned ‘Mr: See a crowded
woman's missionary meeting was held in
eonneetion wit the Synod’s: meeting in
one of the largest’

churehes—the

church

Pres-

part with the women in the service.

But this is only one

of the directions in

which the Associations

are doing a real

We recently referred to the prac.

True, there tice of the Associationsin some of the.
cities of: Maine, of sending out devout
inborers to remote gections, and to places

the Universalist

pa

Lk

i 5

aghiL

it

sanded to gecure a more

strength

for

nought,

but

make’

tronbie and expense of a trial.

The Con-

ference did the only thing it consistently
could do, and we cansee no just reason
:
i
to complain of its action.

_ That is a most

sensible

and forcible

every

their work—Nov. 11—17—
.| observed. Seasonsof ‘deep

Vi
Te

REL | AEN FTW

Usd

vy

”

ol

clearly antagonize the well-known

and

accepted standards of behef is schismatic,

tending to discord among’ brethren, and.
duly to the last degree; dishonorable. The

volighsy
FRUiSidpe
dep
ons of
in |stroke effactive. . wn yo 06.t,0254 Fulmten
use of g 18ykaown services
Jiextended spit
ik
bogun
years
previous
in
Have
terest
|
in'hia.
hand
Our
God.
without
Nothing
egoss|
cent workof m

effort wis

BRIEF NOTES, ©

work

We must use the word tight with d ntti
more discrimination hereafter, Joseph Cook

for Africa. To re-enforce them, and finally to establish schools and churches there,

is the aim of the Association.

The work

says * God is in that word ought.”

has been curried vn in eleven

schools by

bleda resolution

The Episcopal convention

amotig the Chinese on the western coast

tions, and of deaiing

with

Indians

treaty and as iribes, are stated.
missionaries have been sustained
the

Indians,

and

sevem

$209,695.26;

279.17.

287

Boston tinder such expansion of infidel hopes,

was sold Satirdey by auction, and brought

only 885,000.

.”

It is not very long sitice4 Sunday, game of

Base-ball wag reported in the 8t: Louis, Mo,
papers,as having ocurred

expended

and

which

occurred there

hist Sundays

championship of the Mississippi.

hin-

has

a

aff Home

:

8

Missionary

of the

Society

Congregation.

stated

at the

Council in Detroit that during his twenty-five
years of work in that position he had. received
as salary $25,000 less in the aggregate tban it
bad cost te support his family on 8 moderate

of assets now for thé first time available.
The report makes an earnest appeal to
out

scale.

|

The

i

experience

of the Congregationalists,

| extending overa Jong series of years, satisfies
them that they can bot reduce the numberof

i

Jabor-question

has

their Honre Misstomary Secretaries without
greatly Hopairing the usefalness of the Society.
A

already

brought several petitions into Congress,
the petitioners generally asking for gov-

ernment aid in improving

.

Sunday-schoot Assoannnal convention in
7. Dr. Vinceot will
and various Sunday-’

chara eter.
One of the Secretaries

accomplished by economy of administration, reduction of appropriations where it
could be done without seriously impairing
efficiency, and by realizing from the sale

——THE

:

school workers will give addresses.
The Archbishop of Rheims used to say that
when be met 8 mun who had the courage te
arise early each morning he straightway formed a very high opinion of the firmness of his

been

the friends of the Association to wipe
the remainder of this indebtedness,

the

Rev. John Miller for heresy on the dbetrine

due, $179,-

This

for

trine—110 to 3, and bas voted td suspend the

A year ago the debt was report-

reduction of $30,416.09.

:

The Presbyterigti'dynsd st Newark, N.'J.,
has immortalized itself. It has voted sgainst
the Rev. Mr. See's higher-life holiness doc-

by

ed at $93,232.99 ; it is now $62,816.90,

fu. that city; sod

vow the Monday papers report & boat-race

two.

pupils, * The

tawith

England.
#
3
The Paine Memorial Hall, lately erected ia

Three
among

teachers,

immediately

‘expressing sympathy

the ‘movementto sever Church and State da

Thers js this about Rev. J, D. Fulton,—be

their condition’

is rarely ineonsistent ‘with himself. He now
longs for an opporiupity ¢' to tell the Boston

in théir present locations or in getting to
desirable places. Many wish aid in mov-

North Association how wise we were in

mak-

ing npon lands belonging to the public | ing short work with the open communion
domain.

Mr. Garfield presented

controversy [im the Long Island

a peti-

Association],

and how we have been blessed ever

tion Thursday, signed by 210 mei of eol-

since

we

pirted company with
those’ who profiss to
love everybody else et that they have mo

or, asking assistance from Congress to go
to Liberia, making it their permanent

regard for those of their own homsehold.”

home, and saying that a very large move-

The Standard disks. apropos of Mr. Pentement of that sort was going op among cost and the Warren ave. church: *¢ Vust a
them, The petition was read and refer- (church follow a man when he leads them
red to the. committee on education and ‘wrong, because of their confidénce in bis
labor, tegether with a letter from the (Christian life and character?” The N. W.
| Christian Advocate answers: * Robert Hall
‘ed his ¢hiireh *wrong”iu the same direction,

and Charles ‘Spurgeon Teads his ¢ wrong’ today. Yet the Standard endorses both these

of competition from. white labor, and asks
that an allowance of $100 each

be

great preachers as fully as Warren Avenue
church does Mr. Pentecost, How Js it that

made

church; when he changed

his views, he should have withdrawn
quietly and net put the church to the

there should be
leader, the captain of our salvation, ‘is more or less desti.ute of religious’ instruc-, way to put it. While
church organizaany
in
enough
elasticity
How
tion,
Great
good
_has
often
followed
“us.
ready to receive us, and direct

to fail, disap
SE
seek the only infallible guide, in whom of these we are not aware.
|
reh
nd imperfect\t, view of the church whic
Meanwhile We trust that the weeksét
may have implicit confidence ; then we
ag thie only means of wé
ost
oar apart for prayer for the Associations and
’
nor: spend
“pel.” Well-dirccted shall not labor in vain
gard toao
ch

SH

ae
a——

Rev. Dr.Sampson. ' It sets forth the difiiculty under which the colored people luin
church
E.
M.
the
of
AN
—— A CLERGYM
bor in sustaining their families in the face
Michigaa was recently deposed fiom. the.
ministry of that body by the Conference

Hillsdale,

the

am——

on our wisdom, | from these meetings. It would be tion to'admit of many ‘minor differences
nts of great'the folly ourof reliance
which are sure singular if there were not some objections of opinion, it seéms equally plain that to,
guide and direct the social inmoveme
devices,
strength,
our
s
the interest
them
tle day as t control
ow
Darr
and shame us. Rather to ‘some of the results gf such work. But hold and teach essential doctrines which
point
" It is a
AER,

to

& Co,

Mich.

This is the beginhere

including Registers, Are

——REFERBING to the recent decision of

doctfines of the

Railroad centers of the country.

resumein the daily*papers it appears that

diilons of the great body of the people, so

Our Books,

for sale by Penfield

ning under the Association of this-foreign

work by freedmen trained

Pascoag,

Price, one dollar:

for years (he for holding and 'teacking
Boston is all right in Lon{o‘emigrants to Liberian, under the auspices what 1§ wrong in
Young Men's Christian Assoeiation had doctrine of probation afier death. Where- {of the colonization society. We trust |don®
Cath
:
been doieg effective work
among upon the Star in the West, (Universalist), that out of these impractical requests
The Centenary Méthodist church of Chieago,
them. It is the object of the Railroad commentingon the case, says :
something practicable ‘and helpful may (the largest in the city) reports that of the
visitor of the International Committee to
conver's from the Tabernacle meetings of last
‘When he became a Methodist preacher come.
himself to teach the
iwinter 138 were apportioned to its care. Of
promote amd extend this work ‘at the he solemnly pledged

are obstacles, placed mostly by the willThe great
fulness and conceit of men.

to be gathered for the Lord.

R. I.

five schools, with

listen,
he said,’ beeause

What a field is now open, what a harvest work.

conthat the church, in view of the social

They

the gospel to then. * They were ready to

;another column, which it adopted, and
some attention to the report of the Com-

special attention was called to the need

at night, and

had met in

Why de- the presencé& and words. of a Christian
lay or waif for a better opportunity, which Railroad President, who simply preached

us,

office, or of Rev, J. L. Phillips,

derances are many, the progress slow,
but real and evident. The total income
from all sources for the year has been

of the presecutor—and us least two
strikes. Twenty-five hundred men he said ‘byteriun
mini-ters were present and took

of his city and sack it.

can not afford to go astep further without
God. "Every inducement 10 a right life at
Be
all is pressing us to make this the acceptr
“Tne spirit in which the ‘Convention it- ed time.
rn
li
i
.self dealt with this subject will be best
indithe
to
applies
which
lesson
The
seen by consulting -the resolution, in vidual life is equally plain to assoeiations.
by

From a

the Assperation

testified to. the value of

invitation comes to every‘one.

Christ needs us, the worldneeds

Mars of our Foreign Mission field may

The New Hatipshire
ciation will hold its next
Nashua, Nov. b, 6, and
conduct
a normal class,

The

too late! Betier even then to learn and collections }ast year that the total amount

vided with attractions sufficientyto draw
people of all classes, to seek on a plane

on

the

Le obtained at this office, at the Western

i, 1879.

At this season, too, gifis as

wretched. Then to find one whose strength ‘mans, The sums thus contvibuted are
small. bat So many
has been wasted through all his best generally quite
years, brought to see his great mistake |churches and associations forwarded

of revival scenes or not, the voice

are

extend

tions, and blessed results will follow.

of the trinity—100 to 2.

It is with no disrespect toward

would

glreulation and influence of our ‘publica-

churches, with thirty-seven mémbers, and

inspired writers that we declare that it is
more general than ‘always
with & sense of shrinking shame

fruitless and

ter at all. The best of all is to -enter
‘early, at the beginning, and so be in
service the whole day.
In these seasons of spiritual refreshing,
so richly enjoyed, when the Master's call
for volunteers is sounding through all the
churches, it is a favored time for decision
and consecration. Whether in the midst

port, be put into the effort to

endorsement of sound Baptist principles”

not, on, the average, think as sirongFor want of it the South and in the West as well as may
among the Railroad men and the Ger- ly as men ; bu. this does not create a sex

made

hall, intended

war, who with their families

-

-

age.

their

of

in increasing its

circulation, for we believe that he

New

——THE same report speaks as follows
of the general missionary work of the
Association :
The African mission was a year ago in
great weakness. There have been found
during the year three men of negro race,
a minister, a physician. and teacher, all
born in slavery, all educated since the

withhold the, elements of the Eucharist
from any and all persons who are knowtt

to be unworthy.
| We also agree

paper to do his utmost

to be a training school \for missionaries
for the African field, wih speci course
of instruction.
:
:

that in_ this day we hear an argument
Kuter- | against woman's activity in.any sphere
Convention, in making - the ' which she can fill drawn from the suljored thefierce persecutor into the faithful national
dimation proper to her sex, What subordiservant and apostleof Jesus may be just ‘appointment, recommended the taking up nation there isis based on woman’s smallday
the
of
serviee
some
at
collection
a
‘of
as effeetual in every instance.
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and importes |‘erpation,
prominent in rude and barbarous
The way is a plain one, and the duty or week in aid of this large
metraete
societies, which rule by force. Women
ever imperative. In entering on the career. ‘work, which they have
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at may also average smaller brains, and
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mittee on practical church work.
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effort to benefit

the rightful guidance. This which chang- | well as prayers are offered.

that makes

are filled, or places of worship

teaching

and they are ever repeating their errors.
How much better to siop at once, eonfess
the wrong, turn square about, and aecept

“the

A few clear ideas as to the real nature
and mission of Christianity, and. of the
equality of souls before God, and of the
inherent’ independence of the American
character, would seem to be requisite in
starting any new movements to reach the
people with the gospel. A living ¢ potter's-field” in the galleiies or dark corners
of costly churches will not do the work.
¢+ Mission Chapels,” or any makeshifts for
selecting a certain portion of the people
to feed with the crumbs from the rich
churches’ tables, will not.solve the probJem, though as benevolent anxiliaries they
ood.
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obstinacy, onefailure but leads to smother,

has considerable sound sense in it:

great

we

of experience is that when we plan in our
own wisdom we are likely to eommit folly,
and fail. Men are often very slow m learn
ing the lesson. * In their willfelwess and

sthe individual prominent, nevertheless
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suddenly

the Livingstone memorial

We also affirm that

our pastors and churches can apd

and

without. We urge every friend of the

with
tipils, A
Christian associaifon and komme has beeu
~in perfect harmony with Freewill Bap- kept up by the Chinése converts, the
tist doctrine from the beginning. The dif- Barnes school building erected, and, dethe occasional hoodlunt, outbreaks,
fichlty with our close Baptist brethren is spite
promise has been made,
the work progresses.
* At the South a few years ago hardly a that they are too free, for we know of
Of its Indian work,the report recognizes
dozen Associations existed ; now over one several instances where they have not an improved administration of a bad polhundred report their work. ‘Organiza: | only invited to the table (by their form of icy. Six Indian agerts are nominated by
tions have ‘also been effected among the invitation) persons notoriously unfi to be the Association and have done good and
30,000 young menin our colleges and there, but have’ also presented the ele- faithful service. The objections against
schools, and for the first-titne-the-fnter- ments of the Eucharist to them,
the whole system of ¥eservaiions and ra-

Here is an example worthy of all imi- make it evident that Christian'young men
tation. The great thing is to be .right, are becoming more active than ever be

do not greatly admire
work

heaven
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——To relieve our friends of the FExaminer and Chronicle we will say that * the
question a! issue was finally settled at
Fairpor(” in the following terms :
We believe it to be the duty of all Christians, as such, to partake of the Sacrament

of the Lord’s Supper.

Atlanta

news

Orleans, all doing good work.
The stu- { thus be doing areal Christian work. Let
dents number seventy-four.
At Fisk the spirit of faithful,united work that preUniversity ground has been broken for vailed at the General Conference in Fair-

He yielded at once, with the simplicity of national Committee ‘have secured a secrea child asking, *‘ Lord, what wilt thou tary for this branch of the work. The
For one year's subscription in ad$
;
have me to do?”
number and vigor:
‘vance -- $2.50 -- we will give the

up by the recent action of the Episcopal
Convention in Boston. The measures
adopted by that body leok to more direct
Christian work among the people than
has ever before been attempted by it.
Meanwhile the religious and secdlar papers are advancing their theories on the
subject, the most of them partaking more
or less of the flavor of the papers in which
they appear. This is especially true of the
following remarks in the Golden Rule,
that kind of Christian

Christlanity.~ But a

schools, at Nashville,

denominational

as full as it can be made, we confidently
hope to make a paper that no, Freewill
Baptist familyat least can afford to do

tablishing endowments to assist them in
prosecuting the needed courses of study.
The Association has three theological

min,

Masses” with the gospel— is again brought

which, while we
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brought the bold persecator to & stand.
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to accomplish

light and a voice from

other

sources, we learn that the same precious
fruit is - garnered wherever the seed is
sown, while much of the seed is literally
cast upon the.waters, to be gathered after
many,days.” We rejoice in this work in

abor-

high culture, conscientious and devout,
and fully resolved on doing his best to

-ences, an yet faithful work among them
has accomplished blessed results. Speakingof the work in New Yor¥ harbor, the

words,

the department of

cal arts of daily life. The poverty of the
people is referred to, and the need of es-

Christian ; and\it is the fashion among
many of the yolinger men of the newspaper profession—that class who try to
be ‘‘smar(”—to presume that no good ean
come out of Israel. We believe in awuarding honor where honor is due, and that
honor is due to General Howard no candid
man who has read the history of the campaign can doubt.

em-
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plete as we can make them, Wich an able

corps of special contributors, and with

are competent. The industrial training
giver assists the graduates both for selfsupport and to be teachers in the practi-

ee

is “a Bible-chigf,” or in

and religious character, willbe as com-

three-fourths will teach as soon as they

After giving General Howard high praise
for his conduct of the Indian campaign,
the Chicago Tribune says:
The motive for the various small and
malignant attacks in the newspapers upon
General Howard are not far to seek.
He

organizations of Christian Railroad men
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Some of the best results of Christian
work appear in those cases where there
effort devoted to special
is organized
classes. The work among seamen in our

is immense.
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ence, and of articles of a special literary

teachers, more than one-fifth are now
directly preparing to teach, and probably

——How refreshing are truth and candor.

labor and capital can be removed when $0
many men are obliged ‘to employ their
Sundays in secular labor.—We have given
extended space to this summary, because secretaries, so that in these respects the
there is considerable significance in a societies have been growing rapidly.
But the field before them yet untouched
body of people representing the aristoc-

as that; nor have we ever known of its
being permitted, even under restrictions,
without its being attended with more or
At all events, the corporeal
Jess abuse.
punishment of school children should be
as far as possible removed from the hands
of
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corporeal punishment. We have never Committee called the attention of the
known a school to be managed without Convention to the increasing desecraton
‘in the course of of the Lord’s Day by unnecessary work,
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time, to resort to some

workers in these or-
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Polity and adopted by the General Conference :

Questioh,,

Is itproper for any church

:

to invite a minister to administer the Lord’s
Supper ‘who rejects the atonement, or to
baptize, who has not himself been baptized?
Answer. No.

It séems that the J. & M. rather likes
‘this; and thinks we are tending strongly
towards the “Regulars.” It says: “If our
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enforce that
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these 22 could not bb found, 40 declined tojoin,
24 were already members of more than two
years’ standing,38 joined on probation. and 12
were received into full membership. - Doubtless thists a falcspecimen of permavent re-

sults shared by the other churches,
ures are hizhly suggestive.
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** My father and
Sally.
And what's your
the boy.
¢* They call him
ly.

And Iistened as to music ;—

¢ My Father made them all.”
Long years have sealed in silence,

Those lips of tenderest love,

mother and

than ever attentive to his work, appointed

him as foreman, at advanced wages.
And step by step he arose until he became a master himself. He has built a

us,” said

nice row of houses, from which he re-

:
father’s

namef”

ceives

said

:

I could see the stars ahove me,

them come to our house.”

Upon their field of blue,
And they seemed so fair und golden,

““ But I tell you it’s all right,” said the
boy, ** and its paid for.”
“My word,” said Tommy, isn't it a

So charming to my view ;

«Oh!
Sally;

:

And thé earth was fair and flowery,

I shall bless the loving Spinit-

That taught my heart the tynth

I'm sure you're
** we never

mister

wrong,”

bave such

as

,

** Here he comes,” said Tommy.
on opening the'door, a ‘baker's boy

Aud guide impetuous youth ;

For when in the mystic shadows
Of doubt I seem to stray,
And wandering in this desert land,
I well nigh lost my way,
The same sweet voice I seem to hear,
As the silvery echoes call,

But
pre-

sented himself with three large loaves.

*“ Does Mr. Lewis live here ?” said the
boy.

:

*¢ Well,” said Sally,thinking it strange.
¢ my father's called Jack Lewis, if that's

It quells each wild, tormenting fear,

“All

O ye who press the flowery path,
‘Where Science breathes a sweet perfume,
Who wander o’er the inviting fields
In search of flowers of fadeless bloom;

here's

these

loaves

.

¢¢ Are they paid for ?” said Sally.
“Yes,”
haste.”

said

the

are paid for, bul we

all.

boy,

*‘ come,

make

.

I'll take ’em in

seeing

as how, ther

never have

loaves as them, and I'm sure

to fetch ’em back again.

: Fanulp Qircle.

such

big

vou’ll

There's

take somewhere.”

have

a mis-

;

“There, that’s all fudge,” said the boy,
and off he went.

HOW EVERYTHING CHANGED.

*“ My word,” said Tommy,

carpenter,

bustérs?

had left off drinking just one week. On
Saturday night, when he had returned
home from his work, with his whole
week’s wages, he said:
i
‘“ Here, Mary, you'll be wanting to go
a marketing, directly, I suppose; there's

See,

sister,

they

* ain't they
are

new,

well baked (oo, ain’t they? Only

fancy if
a hole

soon ?”

And again he started off with

¢¢ Is all this

and

they was ours, wouldn't we make
in them

the money,” throwing it into her lap.
“Can it be possible? she thought.
‘¢ seven dollars and a half!”
for me, John?’

right,

him.”

Let the soft radiance of this truth,

drunken

a

been well

educated;

and,

added

to

this, he and his wife are consistent

all

mem-

bers of a Christian church.
Pa
a
Foy

,

A TERRIBLE CASUALTY.

-

‘Yes, it was a terrible, thing;

shock to us all.

a great

His poer wife and those

dailing children.

Just a chance, .as one

muy say, or perbaps, ss the preachers
would put it, a mystérious dispensation of

Providence.

Did you ever see such beau-

tiful flowers?

I declare that solid column

looks, too.

.

I'se¢ by

the

iusctiption

on

the plate that he ‘was ouly jast thirty.
What a casualty.” "So rattles

the ** five bundred

friends”

on

one of

who

throng

George W——'s parlors—or. rather: those
of his wile, perhaps of his creditors—-cn
the day of George's

funeral.

** But how

did it happen ? I have not heard the particulars. Just saw the notice of the [ufor nerul, and burried up.”
** Haven't heard? O, it happened this
way. Tlie tamily were all out of town,

him.”

“ My Father made them all.”

On every doubtful vision fall,—
On stubborn age er fiery youth,—
My Heavenly Father made them

without

practice, and the rest of his children have

said

things

was heard at thé door.

A lamp to guide the stepsof age,

the

man;

him

and the little fellow danced about the of tuberoses, to symbolize a life broken
room for joy; and while he was cutting off in the middle of iis career of promise,
his capers in this manner, another knock’ is just perfection.” How ‘handsome he

My heart gould pever tell.

Lewis,

same

whopper? Only fancy if this was our'n
wouldn't we have a tuck ja for dinner?”

And I loved it.passing well,
But whence these forms of beauty

Jobn

Wel, that's, the

10 keep’

Tommy is'pow a physician ‘with

Jack Lewis,” said Sal-

and Jack's
all the same,” said the boy,
‘¢ and here’s a leg of mutton for him.”

Ye

sufficient

work the remainder of his days. His son

"And the spirit, worn and weary,
Hath found its rest above;
But now in the bush of evening,
And at morniog’s quiet hour,
These words come ou the whispering winds,
‘With all their olden power.
L 3

,

but no one of that name lives here.”
« Well, who does live here P” said

is

a dance

and a shout, in the midst of which
er rap at the door was heard.

anoth-

“ Here they are,” he said, ‘I'll
them to the door.”
Bu} upon the door being opened,

bring

and George,

poor

fellow,

attacked

with

some slight summer ailment, went down
stairs for medicine, aud it is supposed
took poison by mistake. When the stapid

servant found him he

was

in a terrible

condition, and by the time she brought a
doctor it was too late to save him, though
he lingered in great agony for three days
—long enough for his heart broken wile
to come and see him, but not

for

him

recognize ber.”
‘“ What a dreadful casualty !” says

to

& Co:

the

That depends.

Was it a casually?
This is the true
statement of the case.
George W—
was a good fellow, a bandsome fellow;
the pet of drawing-rooms till he married

Royal uetuvo.

Rev. Chas.
"Fairbanks

in bis Memoir, “exegesis: pritcticatly
theany

pp. 483. ($2.00).

exit Jesusi” bat this ‘was

The wqr k of preparing anythiig
hike a comprebepsive and permanently, valuable history

King.

never true of Mr.

His premature death, remov
from a world fall of friends and/fromed him
great
Ssefulnesa.

of Americun revivals for. the log. period nam-

ed above is one
Te onus wit! help to perpets
patient research, &
a real story; because I tried to draw old ferveut spirit anddemanding
a
judicial mind,
as well as a uate the one, a
il
be'a "cherished
nm
.
Jack's picture the last day be was here, ready pen. The volume before us bears evi- toto thé others, dio
ne Beside (ANG
Hehlen
and all the boys made fun of it. And dence of the possession of some of these quali(4 (Oe saanyhi
really it wasn't one bit like him ei ber.”
ties,on the part of the author, and
result ADRIET, : } x E, lok
“No? Well, listen, and 1 will uy to is a very readable book. The ‘he
“
t.
Charle W. i
first seven
ric " fk
show you that you are a real artist, chupters are devoted to’ a general review of
Bora fizi™ ete.” Boston: 'he
Lee" & ‘Shibpard.
constantly

making

pictures.

But

first

A6mo;

revival work undex
Whitefield, Nettleton,
Baker, Finney aud otiers; snd they
rize ina very compact form the work a

Jou must tell me everything that you
| ave done to-day."

This,

some eggs.”
«Well, what next ?”

;

I put, my bard

in

my

b

:

pocket,

preface when, speaking

of

Church in her present:

i

of belping

and

revival

work.

mith. which they: whilod sway.
the. oremns
and by andby the torilling experiences

of four

ofice,the pa Y hoi: by tig breaking up of the
were ‘sent {nto involuntary ‘wandering
amid the vast ice fields, which in the winter

und spring fill the St; Lawrence, are vividly

portrayed.

He has |

telligent reader will

heartily agree

with

the

author also in the statement that * amid the
whirl ofthe revival scenes of this day it would

be difficult, if not impossible, to writé an abiding history of these times.”

We are siready beginning

to realizs

some-

what unmistakably that the margin between
the results of our best modern evangelists, as
heralded in the newspapers, and as impartial
history must record them, is very large, even
painfully so in some cases. The real history

ofthe

rest of the fellows.

thing like a hislory of several of the, at least,
notable revivalists of the country, while others
less noted are given hberal space.
For in-

work

accomplished by

vivalists will be
rumoved by the
and many years
We confess to

strange omission

Cobbles,

be slapped Eddie Willis in the fare, Then
So I made him.

known

Baptist

our living

re-

written by ‘an impartial pen,
power of personal attachment,
hence.
a good deal of surprise at the

from

this volume

stance, we find that Jacob

‘“ How?”

of any-

Knapy, the widely

revivahst, is

mentioned

in

a

*¢ Gave bim a whipping.
After that 1 page or two, while Daniel Baker, the Presbycame home and got my divner. Theo terian evangelist of the South, is treated someafter dinner I went with Tim and Jerry what exhaustively through sixteen
Flanigan to the creek. We caught some pages. Mr. Earle, the living Buptistinteresting

revivalist, claims’ less than a page from the author,
while Hammond, certainly. not better known
.| nor more successful.is given au entire chapter.

bethe

usw

spent a season 1 fowl-shooting near the
avr; :

the

egos and said I might go. It was real
good of ber, and [ don’t intend to put
apy more e2gs in my pocket.
We had a
real splendid game,”
*¢ After tue gamé what did you do ?”
“I lay down under the trees with the

fish, and found lots of curious things
sides. There's lots of water rats in
creek.”
‘“ Indeed! © And what next?"

tod

Y

therefore given much spuce to an account of
present revival movements, Such an uccount
mus,of necessity, be rather of ‘the nature -of
u sketch than of a listory.” "We think the in-

Clausen came for me to play a game of
ball, and mother forgave
me about the

he wouldn’t.

ind

ufihe iy Witwroget A "Their adventures
and
mishaps by
day, the stories aud
ts

himself, he says:

+‘ He bas written inthe hope

it was fail of egg.”
:
“ And then?”
‘¢ Why, then mother spanked me. But,
Alice, mother’s spankings don’t amount,
to much. I just cry because I know she
expects me'to. Bat"—
Alice put ber haud over Robbie's mouth,
and said, ‘What did you do after the
spanking ?°
*¢ I changed my clothes, and then Jim

Then John

: or.

The perils of tliese wanderers, the
und Miss Witlerd.
|
:
:
shifls to which théy ave driven to
get fire,
It will be seen that the author’s interest. in
\cescue
his subject has centered malvly in the evan- | shelter snd medicine, and. their (fina)
by asealer, the author uses * fo give, interest
gehsuc work embraced ip (he near past and
0 whatjs belieyed to be a reliable
tending to important results in the near future,
description
The wuthor frankly states bis design in the of the ice-fields of the Gulf, the Ban of the

** We had lots of fup, only I broke three
eggs, Alice.”
** How?”
‘I put them in my pocket and forgot
all about them, and rolled all down that
big pile of bay (that old speckled hen—it
was all ber fault, she won't lay anywuere
else but at the very top of the pile), and
smash, smash, went the eges, and [ could
not stop.. And, oh, how Mary laughed
when

pry, 326, $1.60),

vol
by oral pears. the exuen ges I's ofago »

‘* Well, the first thing that I did this phshed down to 1857—8. The rest ng A
morning was to slap Mary.
You see, book—twelve chapters—is occupied with an
Alice, she would not let' ye have kitty ' to ueeount of the various features of what'is commake a horse of, and oly
slapped her.
And then she slapped me, and mother put monly culled ** ‘modern révivals,as develop.
us both in the corner for a quarter of an ed uoder Hammond, Moody aud 'Sunkey,
hour. Then Mary made faces at me, and Whittle and Bliss, and the *“ Bible readings”
I made faces buck at her, but mother did of Morehouse ,’Needham and others. Considnot sce us; and when the time was up she erable space is devoted to * Gospel Tempers
said we might go to the barn and get ance work,”hs conductedby Murpby;Reynolds

1 told him to let Eddie alone, and he suid

friend, and the service proceeds: ** Earth
to earth, dust to dust, ashes to ashes,”

spirit—where?

* What would you say, little brother,
if I told you that you made lots of pictures
every day"
“I should say that you were telling me

With their

bilosophy und Methods.
By
L. Thompson, D. D. Chicago:

Alice.”

with, Erepch ao German critics

the Bible
vever shook, bis faith. “To of
many of our
present young Students,” says Mr. ‘Whipp
le

‘A History of Amor.

igen Revivals irow 1740 to 1877.

seal, and life on board of a sealing steamer.”

‘We have'Feen highly ' interested Ta ‘perusing

the nirrafive, not the/least on account
of the
kuowledge
to begained from

it of

the habits

will enjoy

the pages

of the birds aud; animals that are deseribed in
it. Whoever bas a love of adventure or an

Appreciation of Nature,

which Capt. Hall hus given us.

Tbe same publishers issneé 4 little Volume on
The Telephone, which will be likely te get a

popular reception.
It gives some account of
the phenomena of electricy¥, magnetism and
sound,ss invoived in the action of the telephone, with directions for making the instrument itself. ‘The mystery and euriosity which
center in the telephone, are the more remarkuble on account of the simplivity of its cone
strug ion, and will make tke litile volume
the more eagerly read. It is writien by Prof.
A. E. Dolbear, of Tufts College, and is illustrated with several useful cats.
Tbe history
of the telephone iiself, which the author gives,
is quite interesting,
Its principles, be claims,
were well enough known
nearly forty years

ago, but they bave been only

recently

devel-

oped, and he predicts a still more marvelous
application of them
in the future.—(18mo.

pp. 128.75 cents).

;

. HOUSEHOLD EDUCATION.
By
Harriet MarLife,” ete. Bos
tinesu. author of “ KEustern

ton: James R. Osgood & Co.

(81 B).
A woman

18mo. pp. 366.

with children of her

own

would

bardly have dared to lay down rules of household government. She would have been too

The mogl.casual reader will ‘be apt to votice conscious of the necessary exceptions.
there the prettiest girl of his ** set,” and the pet
“ Well, never mind what next, If is of
was a'lad with parcels of tex, sugar, cof- of dinner and supper parties afterwards. io consequence, and I don’t want to tell.” that Mr. Graves, another Buptist revivalist, is
A disinterested person is always tho most,
___* Yes,” said Jobn, ' * and I hope you'll | -fee;-etes;-and-the
i
en mentioned in Ul
Hist
0
ner
same question-was—ask=
—ask={He
bad
3
al
Hodes
spend it well.”
;
is the most confidently advanced by those who
ed.. But Sally by this time had decided in his boyish days; but that was long ago, to tell you:.what pictures you have drawn,’ ican revivals.”
Doubtless Dr. Thompson has felt obliged, have npeyer been taught its weakness by exsaid Alice.
« T hope)” said Mary, trembling, * you to take all in that was paid for, at the
bad beeu put away with other ** chil: {© * Will you promise not to tell ?" said under the pressure of work laid on ‘him as perience.
i
:
A
haven't done ‘anything wrong to get so same time telling each one: * They and
d’'sh things.” Now
he was a ‘man,
But these remarks’ are general. Miss Mar, getting very red in the face, and editor of the Interior and city pastor, to write
much, John.”
!
mustn't be surprised if they had to fetch a father,
mainly of those whose work was most familiur tinesu’s hints are wonderfullyto the point, and
a rising - young ' lawyer, drawing a little bebind Alice.
*¢ No, my lass,” said John, while his
practica). She has furnished 8 book which we
*Stram engines shall not draw it from to him, and to lay hold of material most readithem back again.”
:
:
generous.
** Nobody’s enemy but his
heart trembled with emotion; “I have
me, Boobie.”
k
would lke
to see in every household.
Her
ly accessible,
The grocer sent potatoes and cabbages ; own,” his friends said—a cabalistic pbrase
* ‘Well, then, after Jim and Jerry had
done wrong
long enough, and Iam going
On tbe whole, this book will prove a real remembrances of childhood and her observa.
which has come to have but one meaning. left me, | met Nellie: Rush, and Alice, addition to the literature of Revivals, aud will tions of children must have been accurate snd
the butterman, eggs, bacon, and tutter,
to do right for the future.”
Rs
and other articles from different shops ar- His wife never suspected the habit, which she’sa real pretty little gil. She was no doubt find a welcome wherever good and close to enable hier to make such wise sugges‘ Get your bonnet and shawl, Mary,
tious to fathers and mothers. Every page is
rived, until the table began to be, quite bad been gaining upon him so rapidly for dressed in - woite with a blue sash, and useful books are appreciated.

and let us both go to market.”
John then told her his decision ; hoped

she would forgive him for
.
him

trem-

bling yet joy ful interest.

{imeg

‘Ido wish father and

and

to all of which Mary listened, with

bette

the
the

past,

come:
me;

0

nn

the

0

Delp

full,

Their conversa-

was

soon

:
however,

aroused,

make you stiil, I know; if we were all

by

er returned, and soon told them

things on the table were

were they up-stairs than they
talk of the morrow’s feasting,

and

comes to one: dollar and a quarter.
‘Pll have it,” says John.
*“ when

you've paid for it.”

~

# Here Mary,” said John,
the ‘money.”

* give him
4

So Mary brought out the gold-piece
_and laidit on the butcher's block eareful- |
ly, as if she

was

afraid

of rubbing

the

gold-dust off.
The butcher thought probably that the
money was bad; so taking it up, he

bounced it bard upon the block to test its
quality, bat when its ring assured him
. * that all was right, in a moment his face

Ie

changed its expression and
tone, whilehe BNsaid, with

ness:

his voice its
great polite-

:

* Can I'send it home for you, sir ? And
is there any other article, beef, pork,
ete.?¥ while. the “change rested: between

hisfingers: #

tf

“ No,” said

]

John, feeling

ed, ** nothing'else to-night.”

vex-

“ Thank you, sir, You live at No.
Broad street, don’t you?”

20

‘“ Yes,” said John,

We

won't

follow

them

to

the

other

places; aod will only say that each shopkeeper was surprised and. pleased to re-

ceive large

orders:

course, showed
Jiteness.
ca

an

ahd, as a matler
extra
go

amount

of

of po:

‘Meanwhile, the childred af home “had

their talk about the matter,

“ How funny,” said Tommy,

* fo. see

father and mother go out to. market

EERE

po sien + mii

cova

to-

a, Ves,” said Sally, “ isn't it #7
A. sharp: rap at the door. disturbed

Bally went £6 ibe door, aod there stood’

a butebet-boy with a basket and a leg, of
‘mutton,

Ji

coming
a

began to
and their

tongues made such a noise that it awoke
the other children, and thén Tomay haa
to tell them that down stairs there was
such a whopping leg of mutton, and such
big loaves, and lots of othér things; and
they soon set up a shout which brought
the mother to the foot of the stairs, and
she said :
;

“Ifyou children vont be quiet, you
shav’t have any pudding to-morrow.”
* Pudden’,

ones;

pudden’,”

said

‘ what's thut?” And

voice of Tommy
others that

was

down-stairs

heard
there

the

little

again the
telling the
was

flour

and currants, and that on the morfow
mother bad promised to make them a

plum-pudding.

Of course with this ad-

ditional piece of news, was it any wonder

that thei eyes ‘were not much troubled
with sleepiness, and thatdong before the

time for getting up had arrived, Tommy
was showing them by the aid of the pillows, how

rather

the

the.

share if they were good ; and giving then
a piece of the new loaf and a bit of cheese,
off they were sent to bed. But quietness
was out of the question.
No sooner

himself, ** I'll weigh it, and that will be

“ Yes,” thinks the butcher,

for

that

week, and that all of them would have

enough for you I know.”

eight pounds,

to

go to prison,” said Sally.
In the midst of this dialogue, much to
the joy of the children, father and moth-

hearing John's voice, “I say, guvener,
what's this leg of mutton a pound?”
¢¢ The idea of your asking such a question !” thought the butcher; but in a moment he said: ‘* sixteen cents!”
“Take
it down and see what it
weighs,” said John.
‘“ Yes,” s7id the butcher thinking to

“It weighs just

would

“1 wonder,” said Tommy, * whether
father’s going to keep a shop ?”
Don’t be silly, Tommy. It would

tion was soon interrupted by approaching
the butcher’s. He thought-they wouldn't
want much, so he continued looking at
his stock of meat with his back toward
them.
He

mother

come home,” said Sally. *‘ Suppose a
policeman was tocome up and find all
these things here, what could we do ?”

big the loaves were,

and

how

the past few months when she departed ‘such trim, preity batton-guiters; and she
bad a little busket foil of grapes; she was
with her little ones for their summer's taking them to the widow Gibson, who is
country rest and refreshment, saying: very sick.”
:
** And yon went with her, eh T"
“ Now don’t mope in’ the house, George;
‘“ Well, I went to carry the basket.
go out and enjoy yourself; see- your
Nelly was afraid the grapes might stain
friends and have a good time.” And he her dresg, and then it was getting toward
took a ** good time” according to bis defi- night; and I took Nelly home, and tnen,
nition of the term. There was no one at Alice, when I bid ber good-bye, I kissed
.
home whose opinion he valued now, and her.”
“Bobbie, | am shocked !” said Alice
night after night he stumbled in wilh with
becoming gravity.
barely sense enoggh to gel to bed, sleep | ** Well, I don’t believe I did anything
off the effects of one

carouse,

and

begin

another next day.
*¢ Aren't you going this thing . too
strong ?" asked a friend who saw him to
his own door-step the night of the ‘-casvalty.” ¢ You'll find it hard to knock off
when the old lady comes home.”
‘* Mind your own

business,

and

don’t

call my wife names,” said George, as he
closed the door without bidding his- friend
good-night.
.
Somehow that night's sleep did not come
as easily as usual, and after tossing wearily for hours, the poor victim exclaimed :
“I'm awfully thirsty. I believe I am ina
fever. I must have another drink.” So
he groped down the stairs, found his way

to the side-board, and a great draught of
brandy followed all that had beea already
taken that-evening.

another.

Then another;
and

Reason was quite gone, sense

almost, as the fated wretch discovered the
bottle to be empty.
* Here's another,”
he stammered, as his trembling hand
grasped a similar flask, and raising it to
his lips he drained at least a wine-glassful
of some poison he kept in the house, and
which had accidently been placed on the
side-board.
Was it a casnalty, this substitution of
one poison for another, the quick

slow?

‘Was it a casualty

that,

for. the

stupefied

with drink, the dying man sank down
wikout a thought of calling for assistavce,

wrongs

suid

Bobbie,

stoutly,

would

make

the pudding,

Frey.

after all.

Ihave not made

not

any

an

.

Usg

G

The book was
N

presentation than that of the daily and weekly
press. That they should find this more permanent presentation in book form is natural
and fiting. No man in modern times has so
learaedly set forth the science of life us he has,
nor so completely answered the objections
raised by materialists and transcendentalists
against the essential teachings of the Bible.
His lectures, delivered in Boston, have not
only beer models of culture, but they have ul80 been models of argament==learned, kind in

artist,

pictures

tion.

first published

pearly thirty

The statements in her “Autobiography”

respecting her unhabpy

childhood

have creat-.

ed a new interest in her ideas of houschold edGucation.
This fact, together with the real
merit of the bovk, has led to a re-publiestion.

The opening chaplers treat of the family as
a company of learners, each progiessing in
education as long as life lasts,
The child
learns by imitation.
If he sees his father-and
mother eager in pursuit of certain ends,
exercising patience, hope, courage, or other virtues, he will speedily be interested in exhibiting the same Lraits.
Other chapters follow,

giving very valuable hints in regard to culti-

spirit, pure in diction, and generally convine-

vating the different powers, of th¢ mind in
children: will, hope, fear, patience, love, ven-

thac New Englund could 4fford, and although
they have advanced theories that in a few

eration, conscientiousness, and the intellectu-

ing.

that 1 cagrsee.”
‘¢ Sit down here, my dear little brother,

We read the book, secking truth

aod wisdom, nor are we disappointed.

Events,
Joseph
Beale and

Joseph Cook’s Monday lectures had become
classic even while they had 8 no more stable

round on his heels several times. *‘ Neliy
did not say it was wrong.”
“Nelly is not a judge.
What did you
do next?”
‘1 came home and got my tea. And
now, Alice, you sée I am

3

1877. 12mo. pp. 325. ($1.50).

turning

They have attracted the

best audiefbes

cases have been criticised by the orthodox phi-

al faculties.

"The allusions ‘16 Her observa-

tions ia América would have béen different if
her visit hid been made ia the 'past few years;

and 1 will prove to you that
you have
made at least ten pictures
ay. The | losopher, they huve iu the main won the ap- and ber remarks on deaf mutes, we are glad
first picture is a scene in a pretty dinniny- proval of the Christian church. Even those to know, are untrue, in view of the advuntagroom—3 little boy, aged tén, and a ule thinkers whose theories the lectures oppose es they receiye to-day, and the iutellectual de.
girl, aged seven, quarreling about a cat, have expressed admiration of the learning and velopment to which they attain, Many other
;
and slapping each other.
The second spirit displayed in presenting theni,
features of the ‘book aré moré applicable to
It would be matural that such yolumes as
pictare 1s the same little boy and’ girl," in
different corners of the same room, making, these lectures make should find their way into Euglish than American homes, Bat, on the
faces at each other, The tbird is the same tbe libraries of clergymen, and of students of whole, it is one of the best of family books, in
brotber and sister in the barn-yard, the moral philosophy, and of every pecson inter- its wise suggestions, deep thought’ and practibrother holding up his hund covered with ested in the development of lifesforces. The cal worth.
the eggs he has carelessly broken, white present volume
contains thirteen lectures,
Kindness
d the
his sister with her pinaiore tull of un- comprising those deuling with Huxley and
aon” AT of ar. My a
ones, stands1
-8t-him | Tyodai’s materialism; the theories of
certain{—res
| -broken
E. Winslow, author of =“ Bartord Mills,”
The fourth is this boy geting a whipping, scientists on living tissues, the problem of
ete. New York: National Temperance Sobe well deserved. The fifth we will cail nervous action, Emerson’s views on immorciety und Publication House, 16mo. pp. 818.

a game ol ball.

The sixth

is this same

tality, and the famous lectures

little brother of mine whipping a big Loy,
who was ill-using a boy much less than

on that preg-

vant question, * Does Death Bad All?” We

shull not attempt to analyze the lectures. They
ure too well known to al] persons who read to
on the banks of a lovely creek. They ‘are req ire that. And they have been too eagerly
pretending to fish ; but are really fur more waited for-to need more than ‘the announceinterested in water-rats and what old Jack ment of their publication. The “ Preludes”
calls ‘varmint.’ The eighth is a scenein a in this volume which introduced seven ofthe

himself.

The seventh is the

three boys

shady lave. The figures in the toreground
are a brown-eyed, curly-haired, whiterooed iittle girl, and a blue-eyed, yellowhaired, rosy-cheeked little boy, with bis
00ots over his pants, his cap either on the

lectures impart to’ it a’ popular character
which will bé generally appreciated, whilé the
colored plates, illust cating the origin of living
centers, their growth and movements, #nd
the distribution of ultimate nerve fibers to

side or thie oavk of his head, anda fishing

rod over bis shoulder. And this audacious
littie boy 18 kissing this sweet, mnocent
the morning past all Lite girl, Tue ninth is this litle hoy and
the heaven and hell gi
rauling and paring at Colonel
after death casualties;
1sh’s garden gate. The tenth is my
the word of eternal: dear litule saucy brother adwiring and
up his older sister at the same
truth,
*“
no
drunkard
shall enter the king- tripping
However, the day was at Tength fairly
time. Now, have you not been an artist
dom of heaven ?”
!
viiiA
to-duy Pp”
!
iit
di
ushered in, and-it is more easily imagin- |
Ah! there is no chance in this life, “As
“On!
but
these
are
not
pictures
like
ed than described how the day passed
Bt
a man soweth, so shall he reap:” and the yours.”
away with so much to talk about and so
*““No, dear.
Yoursare real live piot-seeds of the social wineqcup are like the
many things to enjoy; and in the afterdragons’ teeth of the ancients, and spring ures, that move und think and talk ; white
mine are on.y so much paper, pencil and
noon, while all were seated around tke
up, sooner or later, a crop of armed eve- paint.”
fiom
table, mother brought out a plate of rosy
wies readyto bunt their powerless vieum
‘*
Bat,
Alice,
nobody
sees these pictures
ripe cherries, was it any. onder, when to the sure end of a drunkard’s grive.
~—toat is to notice them.”
the children set
up » shout of joy, that
“Oh! yes, they do. Men and women
Let us rather, while dropping tears of
Mary's heart was too: full to contain is
them every day; and there is Some-|
natural pity at the fate of one so promis- waleh
body vety good and great whd not only’
emotion? And while the children were
ing and so bright, thank God that the Secs them, but preserves
them for''uis’ io
making ear-rings of the .cherries, she
end came. 50. 800m, before other: crimes see again
another, life. Bobbie, the
drew close to John, and kissing him followed iti’ the track of their instigator; pictures wein make
in our ehildhood we shall
quietly, the tears trickling. down her before innocent ebildren were led to fol- see aga in heaven. « So, darling, let’
us
cheeks meanwhile, she “whispered in his low in the steps of their wretched faiher, make thew neautiful and innocent, so that
and
the
man
who
was
*‘only
his
own
we
shall
not
be
ashumed
of them wien, we
ear: ‘‘ We may be happy yet.”
because also the enemy of every
see them in tne hight. of eterniiy.—IndeAud 80 it was, forin a short time John enemy”
one
Good Words.
5
pendent.
£3
mother

valuable.
BIoLOGY, with Preludes on Current
(Boston Monday Lectures.)
By
Cook. Three Colored Piates after

|

muscle, greatly aide in: eomprehending the
nature aud force of some of the theories presented.
;
:
Toe second volume, which will contain a

aud
then they wished for the time to arrive ‘and was found in
when they might be able to experience in buman’ aid? Are
reality thay the * proof of the pudding is which are to come
or is it as sure as
in the eating.”
:

fi

|

i

PEER

($1.25).

We

feel no hesitation in giving

such ‘a book

as this “a hearty commendation.

‘It is a, good

temperance story, The preface leads us to infer that it is founded
on facts, and the story is
80 perfectly naturatand true to life that we

may cusily believe such to be the case. ' Grace
Morton marries Robert Burclay .a talented, intellectaal

mau, and heir

‘to. a

milhon dollars,

‘Ten years of happy domestic life pass. When
onu political cumpgign,
he yields to the in-

| vitation of those with him and drinks

a complimentary ‘dinner.
once

he is

temptation.

‘constantly
- Next,.

' Having

wine at
yielded

sabjbct’ to the

be jriad

swe

a

club; where

champagne suppers are in vogue.

His course

is downward till his wife, alienated

from him,

discussion of the views of Theodore Parker, | remains with the children in Paris, where
will svon-uppear, and will complete the publi. they had been travefing, while he returns
cationof the lectures delivered ' last season. home to be a comhon drunkard aud reach the
We wish all our readers the privilege

and in-

fluence of their companionship.
CRB

A

Drie

(i

ri

Series of

Edited,

tremens.

His

age hin temperute life, but as often does
he fall.
Diseourhged,he is contemplating sui-

P. Whipple.
pp, LEXX =

cide, when;he is attracted to one of Moody's
meetings, The right wordis spoken, which

These sermons will ind a cordial welcome.
The volume i« aptly pamed. . Like their au-

Christ he is able to ovércome ‘his appetite for

with « Memeir,
‘Same publishers,

880 ($2.00),

|

UMANITY :

verge of the grave in delirium

wife's ‘mother underuikes his reformation.
Again ang again does she assist and: encour-f§

by
&c.

Edwin
16mo.

per

thor, the sermons are tall of that rare combipation of love to 'God and love to man that

results in his conversion, and

(rusting in.

drink. V His wife is influenced by. hisleners to
become a Christian,

uni they, are reubited, a

, upon , rebigion. , The
mukes a person in toe bestsense a Christian, | happy! family, founded
book will be an encouragement to all temperWe do 0d ay that 1t makes one a complete

Christian,

But in the presence of that loving, | uncp workers, especially to those who have
devotional aud helpful spirit | friends under the strong fétters of Intemper
J
Te
El
King displayed, one hardly ance,

self-denying,
which , Mr.

wishesto raise

theology.

any question

of creed ot of |

Mr, King held aways and firmlyt

a beliefin Chrispas the express image of dad, |
_|

as the Bon who reveals tp us

the.

Father,

The’ copyright receipts of Mr;

Marcius Wil-

son {row the &arpers, on bis series, of School

as | Readers, buve amounted to about $200,000.

a wes

That with my boyhood grew,
There came this soothing answer,

As dews on the flowers fall,

.%&

20,

this

TIMES OF REFRESHING.

|

RE Ta ST

a

‘

No.

4 Yes,” suid Sally,

| Meantime, the mas'6r, finding ‘him more

“1 wish I could muke pictures as you do,

lifein them, expanding

the heart at thie same
time, tha, they lift the spirit.
, His familiarity

TEE

* All things were made by Him; and without
Him was not anything made that was made.”
I remember in times of my boyhood,
‘When the world seemed strong and new,
And to all the vexing questions

** I was | savings in the Building Suciety, and this
No. enabled him to build a house for himself,

-*¢ Isn't this

picture bis sister Alice was just finishing.

RR

—

his

we are saved.

Thus bls sefnions have a warm, throbbing

i

told this was the house.
207). *

to put

the Redeemer through whom

i Biterary Bebichn,

al TUES GTSP GE TIN

“It’s strange !” said the boy.,

BARKER.

into a better neighbor-

i hood, and soon after he began

HOW BOBBY MADE PICTURES.
‘Oh, my! ain't that just lovely!” and
Baubby stood looking admiringly at the

i

that name lives heve.”

wife.

Hi

TI La

i

of | Soon he moved

and

1877.

>

|

found that be could buy clothes for bis
i children, and then for himself

31,

Wr SUE

BY J. W.
A)

the

OCTOBER

RR

he

said

No,” said Sally, ¢ there is no. one

MY FATHER MADE THEM ALL
[aid

Mr. Lewis live here?”

STAR,

FP

“Does
boy.

Poetry,
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~
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‘THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Kternal salvation

is. the

ah

life,

great

purpose

Democrat, is 65; Gen.

lawyer

both

whois

Evarts,

tate,

Persons

1n the Morning

Star,

un

iid

:

and

perv

yale

for

self-boarding

families

.~=CENTER

and board

at reasonable

in

rates.

begins Aug. 21, 1877.
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Skid uition to students who have the minis.
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in,

full pourses, Baglin and Classical.
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For further ibformaioh
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By N. Coe Stewart, (Supt: of Music in Cleveland

:

I

ket
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Ney

en
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consternation, ** La, | insure

of our

the cause

| statesman, is in his sixty-fivst year.

NOTICE!

obituaries published

understanding

and,

near,

came

| vant girl

and

PARTICULAR

A USTIN

.

' We call special notice to the followinfl
new and

Just at this. nsiant a ser-

row a Sola

of

| Best Music Books for Schools.
ed Sot ha bose
wishing ee

®bitunrics,

great danger of his eyes, he gave up the
useless task, pronouncing that the horse's
head mast have grown (gout or dropsy)
since the collar was put on; for: he said
“tit was a downright impossibility forsuch
a huge os froniis to pass through so" nar-

John A.

Horse, Seyment is Sor Sagaary

+

| il

is 78;

'Dix, of this city, has now turned 79. E.
of Illinois, is 61,. and
of B. Washburn,

; virtue th

cheorfulnes etfes Ty

leader in Peunsylvania,

Caleb Cushing, of Massachusetts, is 77;
Alexander H. Stephens, a representilive
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the world. Thomas Carlyle, the English | completely upside down, she slippedit off |
vain is thought. Gndactions) - 7

17S | 70 cts. $7.00 perdoz.
]
Ct., Nov.av. 18, 18, 1788,
X
in Old Headdom,
4 in’'the | Was born
ght of knowledge
these ar are the gregreater | there were hights
and these
arwin is 68° ; and
Darwin
THE CROWN
movedto
after his
About five ‘years
OWN
which we bad’ Hot vot ‘yet
gcie
hie" experienced
1810,parents
1 erature andnd gcience.
“Vt. Nov.;
Ii bis idn Engl ish
attained. | Risumond;
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canton from, the Lord By Stewart and: North, and the
son wandered
but soon
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Americans,
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Legal jurisprudence at
Cooper is 86.
home and abroad is represented by Charles
O'Conor. * of ‘this State, who is 73: by

power
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Talents are best nurtur
acter is best formed in the stormy billows of
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men

He remained an honored

and

useful

61; the Lord Chief-Justice of England is
75,and the Lord Chief-Buron is over 80, Of

Cra wing, uty es as | isto bh nor pa | E55, 003 10, nt, Lhe oe Si ELS he |

pronounced
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excellent,

since he who | Pius IX is 85; the Primate of al

gaius wealth with clean bands is truly pure.
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what it will

provision of avarice.

’

sO disastrously on the rocks ot East Mari-

only

refer

to it

EE

now to call attention to the admirable
calmness,
self possession and Christian
v

fortitude

pu,m the Illustrated

entire body of one hundred and fifty or | oo yo the following

is sought

for, is

swallowed

The last

has suffered more

rendered

ter of Aaron W. and Elizajeth 0.

Thus the anticipated joys ef the fumily

from these

two hundred passengers. During these
two fearful houys from onevio three granite obelisk known as Cleopatra's
o'clock on Friday morning, when ihe Needl:,” which has recently arrived in
wind bad just turned to the northward ‘London :
and thumped the boat “pun the rocks;
A leaf of the old Egyptian history is to
when in thé thick darkness and rain
and hurricane of wind no man could tell be inserted into the British annals of our
times. A memorial of Thothmes IIT. and
on what coast we had stranded nor how
- far from shore; when the hull was Rameses II, is to stand in .ibe capital of
wrenching and crashing with each beat Victoria I. The Christian city of London
against the rocks, and it seemed as if is to be adorned wilh an imperi-hable
only a miracle could save all the souls on record of the oppressive rule of that old
board trom death, we did pot hear one Pharaoh “who made tbe ' children of
scream nor see one woman faint, nor | Israel to serve with rigor” before the days
;
:
hear one
unmanly
word.
And- all of Moses.
through the long hours, until pearly noon;
: While: we write there is on the way to

Christian gentleman; a hearty recognition of ull that is praiseworthy, even in
those that do not fully reach our standard

of opinion and duty—these are the true
characteristics of a persuasive

sessful reforiner.—Zion's Herald.

and

and

THE RICH MAN'S SON.
the city of Glasgow

M ASO N

once lived a

the staunch frame Was growing less able

ments.

.

whose best loved ones were

pear

in deadly danger, mothers with their chil
dren, andthtiose who had their loved one's

absent from them,
unruffled

all displayed ‘a quiet,

calmness, a self-control, a trust

in the wisdom

of God's: providenee

was more beautiful

that

thin words can

tell.

We felt proud of our people, that not
only strong men, but nearly a bundred
me

flere

19

[

one

* tion to this practical {rust, courage
.

0
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Butler's Theology
uhited withthe Methodist church at about 1he
Fgll term hegins Monday, Aug. 20, 1877,"“op iacusdes briefly, Pat cleaily, all the questions
age™of twenty-three yeurs..
He received a
nt
closes Friday, Oct. .26;, 18:7. re Qf A ctrinal . thevlogy, and the auther’s views:
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Fatherhood

BEAUTIES
OF
HERBERT.
By
Ha
,D. D. A perfect
gem, oonlorious poems.
household
Pp
1 essay. A gift book par
bre ar $90 Buy it and posses a tieasuse. Rich
,
$1.00,
THE TEMPLE OF
PLEASURE ; or.
Dg
Life. By Rev.J. W.
Bonham, Church
.
pleasInt A Humppa
of warning to. sinful
i
a.yolasise,
y TACY, ©
al,
popular.
Superb binding, $1.00, y
.
- ”
ECCE REGNUM.
Must make is mar
speedily. It deservesto be:
Jeaves ol the autumn. Rich cl
HE WILL COME.
Fifth thon
THE PEOPLE'S 'PULPIT.
Scrmons
for
+. Home
Reading. By Dr. Tyng, Jr.
Every
. month, 60 pages. Cheap and popular, .35.

Sample alphabet by mail, postot

SQUARE OF LIFE ; or Manhood, Wo-

sa

CORAL AND CHRISTIAN;
or. ‘The Children’s
Pugrim’s
Miss Lillie E. Barr. A
clever, ente
ng
. Every child will
eagerly read it. Dat “Coral” is worth knowing.

00.

Sam les 6 cents. 4
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THE

CHANGED

the best’ selling ar.icle on the
money selling.
B,
Order sawplo Siphabet.

"

Pond's

8. H. Tyg, Jr. D. D. Paper covers, .40.

Valuable

Full circulars, FREE.

have

agis
Yellow E
3
Red KIUDeYs «.oivvveprrrernssessavnssree $825 22
-

article has the words

Lane, New fork,

THE

invention since
prin
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Prpting,

por Di... ieee $385 a 2875
LT RA A
Wate BB.HnP Lor
Bo Norther
ssaprenenes

N

in pamphlet form, sent free on application to
« 98 Maiden
CT CO
EX
PONDS

.

paid,
60 cents.
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Pond's Extraet has been imitated.
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CARDS, no two slike, with

name or address.

$2 20] is conor
[demand nti $2 k
un extreme “prioe and wig] i not be obtuipan
was & much
ed if there

and indeed all manner of

tas of this country
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$hanipital

BEANS,

.

Face,

‘I'he genuine

RAT
Cn A000,
Fox use; then, like type, changed to any

23g 25
nd XL

ific),

Extract blown in each bottle. It is prepared
Ly the enly persons living who ever
knew how to prepure it properly, Refuse ail
other
parations of
Witch
Hazel. Thisis

TO FORM ANY COMBINATION AND MAKE A

lbs op £0
afledumsnmrelabs
!

from pain, Tue-| Pes,

the pain at once, promotes s rapid healing,

CAUTION!

purifier and spring
meliI have ever used, and I

ANSTANTLY

of

@

PRP Ne

Ww

will be i at ¥

pentine 1s also an excellent application in
of punctured wounds. It: relieves
is to be established at” Mid | cases

:

A.

most

it is a

ble in every Farm-yurd as well as in every
Farm-house,
Jat it be tried once, and you
will never be withont it,

Louisville, Kentucky.

Newd&

a

There has been a light sappy, during

which

Feet,
Stings of
Musquitoes, ete, Chapped

Colds, &e. Its rangeof action is wide, and the
relief it affords
is so prompt that it isinvulua-

s

or oh ctly fine
e tome,» but t 10a, 81)Te,
abis yer,mans
Septem or Cheese is small Bad holders ars not
will pay a
which
disposed to sell except at prices
;
We quote:
fair margin on cost,

of

in New York City. It has no equal for Sprains,
Harness
or
dle
Chafings,
Stiffness,
Scratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleedin
Pneumonia,
Colic, Diarrhea, Chills,

.

With Fancy Borders and Ornaments.

POR

have letters

of Physicine,

out it. It is used by all the leading Livery
Stables, Street Railroads and first Horsemen

ADJUSTABLE

eau nnn ss itnses

cvvvinnssee

sales at #2 25
with
like commendution.—Exehange. *
J been in a little bevtor demand
ellow Eyes have been
+)
$2 87% per bn for
KOR. Wounps. For.all.ordi-|.qv
thors andd sales in small lots are readily made
“Tu RBENTINE.

nary

and is

imposed

.

Commonto fair...ceoeeees
a
FR IRR PHP ereesee ceshenssy Pee
Bal
CHEESE,
LEE
The jeceipts for the week have been 5,3°4 boxes
have not
and the exports,.....boxes, Buyers
quoted last
aeadily responded to the advance
the market has shown a weaker tendenweek, and
oy. Sales of choice factoiy have ranges! from Li
to 13%c per pound, and a few faucy lots of September make run up to 13% to lic, but at the close
ing than a selling Jries, ‘aud
140 is' more of an
cho
1350 is all that could be ob.ained for
upon the market. Ear to
if plac
its ran down
from 12 to 13e, and a'lew common

©

Complexion.
FARMERS-Pond’'s Extract.
No Block
Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to ba with-

TCG

EESES PATENT

23

ene

wens

(for

Hands,

Affections, it cannot be ex-

CUMMERFORD

p hen

oe

“er

from hundreds

skin diseases.

aun, I¥c. post paid. J. B. HUSTED, Nas-

of

aessassees

are pequninted with

or witch Ranel TOCOm-

TOILET USE. Removes Soreness, Roughness
and Smarting 3 heals Cuts, Eruptions
sud Pimples.
It
ives, invigorates and
refreshes, while wonderfully improving the

bo Wesiors Stencil Letters zFigures

CCOMMONeeseoconensene
Ww

alike relieved, and

practice.

commendation

MEDICINE.

PREPARED

ELEGANT

11 command |
mado Busieris no
er and
no more tyan sugm r wake. Choice dairy packed
‘Western is sell
readily enough at previous
otal ng; 2310 23c, but the
8
%
and after Discing this the bulk
eof the
stock is dull at 15 to 18¢ per pound. We quote: —
Crefmeries «.ovoeeieseisesive sees 288 88
FAnoY
we 330028 @- 80
packed.
Chole.
. Fair to

n

blains,
Insects,

richness in
‘book of marvelous beauty and
style and Historic facts. Gives the ve
th
cream of Science, making its thrilling wonders a
Endorsed by
bright gems household treasures.
e Press and Clersy Everywhere.
nts. Sales immense.
RARE CHANCE for
FREE
Sample Illustrations, Circulars and T'
. C. McCURDY & CO., Publisheis, PhilaTteowdo
delphia, Pa.

New orl
yr
§ aud those pall no be
aceéd at within
und 0.
ioe two weeks fol
TY es range jrom
25¢ per poaud, but oniy choice dairies
with
endswill command the outside
proce, and it is
har
to place good sound lots at over 22 to 23c.
‘I'he stock of
these grades has accumu!
and
any attempt to force business ‘would result in a
further decline. The weather
has been unus aly
do is
warmfor the season,and ghe best receivers
te hold for a favorable change.’ Fine fall sélections
from Franklin County, Vermont have been taken
at28 to 30¢, and ancy creameries run up to 30 and
ac but these ae al’ e
foral Bgures. snd
shippers must

; .)

~Neuralgin ani

i

:

men

tarrh

WORK DAYS OF GOD

fancy stock are in faver of buyers. The Fapply of
fine grades'is
a little lirger than last week; although wé make very little change in
notations
the exireme prices
not no ao. posi i ht

equal for per

practice. In addition to the foregoing, they
“© order its use for Sw llings of all kinds,
uinsy, Sore Thr. at, Inflamed Tone
pHi simple 2
oe Piarrheea, Ca.

13,760

unsatisfactory,
and prices of all kinds except

The bulk

no

Sure.

ananyof whom order it for use in their owa

% havehave be been

tubs, agiSnst 14979 packages for the corresponding
waek Jast yea) and 14.848 in 1875. Tol receipts
since fist of January
464,969 packages against
435,383 packages for the same time last year. Ex.
ports for the week "3 ckages.
.
Trade dui ing the wekk has been slow and very

measure, to which a trifle of salt has been the week and prices have ruled fi , with salesof |
added, and then boiled if 4 double boiler fresh Eastern at 250, and Prince Edward Island
per dozen.. Western
24c
for an hour’ and a half, receiving no, stir- | and Northern 21 at to23 23¢to per
dozen. At the cigse
ranges from
ring except at the close of the beiling there
is a very strong feeling, and 20¢ is obtained

found to

Ph

whatever.
ALIVA S. MONROE,
161 Chelsea Street.
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AND EGGS.

week

Sh

Rh euma

;

320,000:

absorption
water;

+»

J.

boxes

find in this the
or mate

of lives when all
le ‘to atest biceding from

rev RS,

steowid

as

dollar a year.

522

It
Sther setned

;

Market, Boston.

including

LES

SRING from any onise. For this
it is a spe-

TOOTHACHE,

‘Vegetine is sold by all Druggists.

:

packages,

or

however ¢

manent eute,

B

H.R.Stevens, Boston, Ms.

publisher, Cin-

But er for
the
for the
The receipts of ¢ Butter

No

a og

Vegetine

ten or'twelve

much

:

NSATIONAL

in” a single day. The

pearled oats must be soaked

y

nEmOiAioLns

ihe only

or Rheumatic

in

sa

uscd almost everyiitog. I can eheertily | AVOIDED!
:
a
ite
Yours respectfully,
Mizass
MRs. A.A. DINSMURE, 19 Russell Street.

clue.

Markets.
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plow-shares;

Yanks

umors
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loration
’
friond. 1t assuages
to whi they ars peculiarly

the

. H. R. STEVENS.

led; and ss a blood
Sine it is the best thing
ave

“eeiieod
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grent Vegeta
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Dear Sir :~This is to certify that I have used
your ‘“ Blood Preparation” in my family for sever.
al years, and think that for Scrofula or Cankerous

of quadruple

Andrews,

LAD]

is wrong for avy

SPRING

for ¥ will
speck
thingy

oa

and forcleanlinces
and prompy

CHARLESTOWN.

and

cinnati, Ohio.

dress

invest
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often

amusement

has dove
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EXTRACT
— The
Pain Destroyer.
a

effect

it is to be

Take no other, .

|“Hear,

TEGITTINE.

in

respondence from Paris, London and New
personals,

medicine

know what

|

The Universal Pain Extractar,

one to over-estimate a remedy at the expense of
the helpless sick; and I, for one, will nut do it

has lived ten years in Alas-

when

York, society

:

broken, the better
dividends
on the investment. fi

aint

Bross Coneger It 1s ¢ndowed. by, a New-

peats,

good

doiog, for I

upon whea sitk, and I thin®it

trail-

than

what this

stil

‘ ANDREWS’ BAZAR" contains not only
fashion news and plates, but serial and
other stories, a childien’s department, cor-

will always be well dress-

Y, Herald.

as Min-

‘Architectureat Syracuse University—the fut
{ her sex who hiss doue this. The nimbe of
entrances in the Col leice of Arts is unususlly

Yorker.

are

know

made productive by the mere application
of sand or clay as a top dressing.—.Am.
Cultivator.

of a bright

a neatly

farm stock; the best shares,

interest has prevailed; resulting in

economy.

being

A writer who

good bit of Hower

the best barks, the fertile

‘have been pl dged.
$40.000 each, avd ‘ot hérs
fee A, yOUNE WOmanN has entered the course in,

joliijeal

that

ka, says that the laud there is worthless,
and the seal fisheries likely to scoa be exhausted. "There are, according to this au-

pils are taught the sign language as well as to
articulate, und besides the s¢ ( ol- duties, the
older inmates work three hours and a half each process ; pour into molds, and serve when
day at tailoring, and aiterward at shoe and partly or quite cold, as preferred. To/ lovers
cabinet making, and they are said to acqm
of oat food, this will be found to be a new
gieal proficiensy in each line~~—The tent
revelation. To such as dislike ** mushes,”
svulversary 0 the Diew Theologloul Semin: | it will commend itself for its e gances 1
ry,
1800,
.» was
held
Tohusday.
‘Th
\
- flavor;
nearly white—and delica
rw eudowment fund being swept Sway by | being
¢
Pearled
wheat”
and
coarse ‘f granulated
the failure of Daniel Drew fwo Rrofessorsiuips 1
the wheat,” which can now be bought, rehave been endowed
by. Au V. Stout, and
family of the ute George ‘T. Cobb in gilts of guire like treatment and are entitled to

5

Receipts at the Patent Office last year,

$709,000;

The

several coaversions.
Phonography
is successfully taught in the
I in Chicago.~~—The Hartevening High
ford deaf and dumb asylum now ‘has 119 boy
The puand 88 kirl pupils, with 18 teachers.

. Reports from Indianapolis state (hat Senator
Morton 1s worse.

ed.—N.

The fall term of Maioe Central Institute,
which closed Friday, was the largest for several years for a fall term, numbering over 150.
The school work bas been well done, a good

will make u desperate effort to effect a reduction of Piévna and defeat Sulieman Pashu’s
army before retirement info Roumanis be-

dresses

exquisite shade by way of - fall

aud with

only calico—you

EDUCATIONAL.

and

indicate

California, which is regarded as the finest
wheat-growing country in the world.

In selecting a hat never get one

ister to Russia.

‘ cent raing, the Russians are conviured of the

acre in wheat

if you have not you will not read this article

recommending the ‘observance of November
29 as a day of national thanksgiviug and prayer.——The Hon,
E. W. 8to ughton of New

:

bet-

—school yourself so to forsake the vanities of dressas to make no unique attempts
to follow fashion, who at best is always
a fickle and often an indecent mistress.
Gratify your love of the beautiful in dress

the

seems to

York is nominated by the President

Michigan

the grain-growing States, the yield to the

them you will seem to have a new
pair, as
each washing makes them a shade
lighter.
By all means if you havea slender purse,and

day.—— President Hayes issues a proclamation

spatehes. from Constantinople. The ¢oncentration of troops at Koprik i is asnouuced,
and the Russians from Ardahan
sre said to be
udvaveing on Oli. A great battle is imminent

three

always look peat, and every time you wash

vive more than a day or two longer.——General Bedford Forrest, the great Confederate
cavalry officer, died at Meniphis, Tenu., Mon-

official dis-

are valued at

Texas bids fair to be the greatest among

duty in these several

vet, and a modest but

state that Senator Morton- is rapidly sinking,
and it is not expected that he can possibly sur-

Russian lossesin three months at 63,200 meu,

’

This

date

ing on the sidewalk will be fined.

would

or

from

all persons whose

can

or feather can be used
many times before
they show signs of wear. Very fair kid
gloves can be had for $1.25 a pair; but
if you must get a pair for less, do not buy
kids; get thread gloves, for fifty or sixty
sents.
If you choose a tight fit, they will

people hope to get the Senateto up~et Louisiana in his favor once more.~—Reports from
Indianapolis ap to 11:30 o'clock Monday night,

War,

by

present State government.

two

to

' Satarday, Oct. 20.
Beporiadby HILTON BRO’S & C1).,, Comuussion
erchants, and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3

validity of

confirm the rumor that Packard pretends still
to be Goverwor of Louisiana, and that various

in-

. The Vienna Fremdenblatt reckons up the

+ ‘Muoktar pashas is confirmed.

that he atiacks

buying

ever

"BUTTER, CHEESE,

Louisiana Commission, of which: Wayne Methe Market Sireet Railway | “Veigh,
General Harlan and General H
were members, It is intended to charge that,
in the settlement wkich this commission sucharging them with embezzling $200.000, tbe perintended,
bribery was used, and the words
show

If a girl

largest

much better, if you have a talent that way,
make it yourself.
You will pay $4 or $5
for a tawdry ready-made hat that in one
season will be faded past wear, while you
may get a pretty, modest hat for the same
sum, Of materials that can be used many
times.
This would seem laughable
to ladies whose bonnets direct from Paris cost
from $20 to $40.
But a piece of silk vel-

]

which Kellogg uses

fashion

the

mings and leave it to be made, or what is

He intends to attack the

whole Louisiana settlement and the

The People's Remedy,

Canker Humor, after she had Daereq for years,
and tried almoit evervthing else without receiv.
Ing any benefit. Another lady was cared from
vay hp id which was a bad ease, and so
considered ‘by
the man
sicians who had attended her from time to Wid
1 have known its use by other boarders for
Rheumatism with extraordinary good effect.
A lady took it for « onsumption of the Bowels
and found more relief than ‘in anything else she
could procure.
*
1 do not want to over-estiniate its nsefulness;
but I do,want those suffering from sicknes- to

County,

is’

the lumber business
looks
much better
than at any time since 1872. "It is said that
25,000,000 feet have changed hands at
East Saginaw during the last week,
The Leipsic police are making war on
ladies’ trains in the street.
Notice has
been given through the newspapers that

of the ready-made articles offered at the
milinners; choose your frame and trim-

: Company out of $200,000. Another true bill
was found against Morton, Stokes and Huhn,
proverty of said company, und against Nagle
and Vickers, charging them with receiving
the money, knowing it to have been come by

in hand.

it has done

stores.

dispatch says Kellogg intends to begin an attack on the President in the course of the Lou-

isiana investigation,

and

Shipments

Reports

ways you may line the breadths, insart
wadding half-way up the skirt, give a few
rows of quilting, bind with braid and trim
with two box plaitings of cheap red or
blue flannel, and you will have a pretty
and warm skirt that will outlast a half
dozen ef the felt abominations sold in the

It is

The

poverty

season

$300,000.
It is estimated that the entire
crop will realize $500,000.

and the skill

cambric over-dresses

When

masked

son of Mount Vernon, N. H..

but

this

known.

underskirt is always servicable for wear

door and robbed Agent

for

N.Y.

material, it is a good
plan to make an
underskirt of muslin with trimmings of
the goods. Ofblack stuffs; an underskirt
can often be made when there is no longer
material for anything else, and a black

News.

Bridgeport, Conn , Saturday,

Wealth

king over a dress, if you have

Representautchintive in the Legislature.——Appleton

prevented

JTEMS.

as well for ten or twelve.
Gingham is
much better for a work dress than a calico or old worsted dresses.
The latter thority, only 100 white persons in the
are not neat for kitchen wear, they’; absorb country.
)
dirt and grease readily and can not be
No improvement of peats, bogs or marsh
washed often enough to keep them nice.
less preceded by
1f they
_of good quality, you can | lands can be made:
being ~injuriousget sufficient wear out of them without
Soft
taking them for work dresses. In ma- to all the nutritive classes of plants,

son was fatally injured: « A series of wholesale
robberies, supposed to be the work of the same
n committed
gang: who robbed Wilsen, have,
uek’'s county.
at Davisville and Newton,
Two women were outraged, and a number of
uch excitement prevaluable horses stolen.
was nominated at
vails.—P., T. Barnum

An explosion of coal gas occurred on Monday

riul

The apple crop of Chautauqua

has

five cent calico when you can get a piece
that will wash and wear morg¢ than twice

cured $900, a watch and other valuables. Wil-

charging him with obtaining several thousand
dollars from the Legislative
Committee of
Georgia. in 1873, by false pretenses.

fashion

good pairs of hose, she would do much

Wilson of the Northern Pensylvania Railroad,
near Hellentown, Pa., Friday night. They se-

H,

years

ter than in buying a-bustle to display undarned ten-cent sto kings.
Never buy a

by the Young

of the lungs.——Seven

men knocked at his

twelve

spend her dollar in

——The wife of Prof. R. H. Mathes of Amberst
College, died suddenly, Sunday night, from

arrested

I

less if you do it yourself,
made you will pay less for,
cashmere.
If you can not
a dollar and a half, then

country.

not go hand

heen ordered closed for a fortnight, in consequence of the dull times and to make repairs,

committed in default of $10,000 bail,
of

Latest

last

indecency,

sus-

length

of

Of 8 good dressmaker can do much toward
robbing these fashions of their shocking

The Merrimack Print Works in Lowell,have

ers pleaded guilty, and wus sentenced to
three years in the penitentiary. and Smith was

sition of the Governor

evening,

the

of our own

Cuble dispatches say that Nov. 6 has been
named as the day foc the bunquet to Grant by
Americans in Paris. The director of Italian
Sper offers Grant a fete on the opening night,
ov. 8, giving him the stare box and decorat~
ing the entire house with American embles,

arraignwith
Mey-

Ga.,

was serenaded

trouble

of chamois skin in order to uisplay the
whole perfection of the female figure.
AHN
of these fashions, made by women of the
demi monde of Paris, have been eagerly
followed by modest but thoughtless girls

-

State an'l National politics.

Lewis Meyers, treasurer, and J. S. Smith,

The Sheriff of Fulton county,

to 2

on

ago.

auditor, of Anglaise county, O., were
ed at Wapakoncha on Saturday, char,
embezzling $47.000 of the county fun:

fo

The

or the whole length of the skirts, many
of both the latter being so large as to be
decidedly vulgar, and
tightly laced suits

Men's Democratic Club, and in response to the

to $20,000 ; insurance, $13,000
By the burning of the chemical works at
East Haven, Coon., Thursday, $50,000 worth
of property was destroyed.
destroyed Dodge's wooden-ware factory
Holmes’s cariiage-shop. Loss, $10,000.
James Barry
was arrested at Kankakee
brought to Chicago, Thursday, when be
up
t $5,000 worth of diamonds and
property stolen from hotels there tome

to

known

Jersey has voted

Ex-Gov. Tilden

woolen mill in Orchard, Me.,
night.

was

ing

Ci

of

plaint, Rheumatism,
Consumption of the Bowels.

You will then have a

it lasts.

Canker Humor, Liver Com-

A prize'of $500 will be paid by the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty ' to Animals to the person or persons who shall do ‘most to lessen the suff
erings of ‘animals
in transportation
.by
—
rail during ithe year which will end July1,
1878 ; the money having been given | by one
.
CHARLESTOWS,
Mass,, March 25, 1869,
of its directors for the purpose.
Two of Mg. H. R. STEVENS :—
s
Eh
the judgesare Dr. C. F. Folsom of the State |
oard of Health, and John B. Winslow. |
ave been k
Esq., late manager of the Boston & Lowmany years, and
:
have
ell Rallroad.
NG
or
:
ness in my fam ily" In one
bro
£4
gr
——
a a a SS

a second-rate

given us hoop skirts five and six yards in
circumference, bustles to expand the top

of New Brunswick, sustaip the preshyte:
penging the Rey, John Miller; of Princeton,
or heres on the doctrine of the Trinity, bv a

$30,000.
was burnel on Saturday

well

years,

mills,ut Des

Thursday.

of|

throughout Vermont as a journalist
and editor of the Bennington *
Banner,” died at his
residence in Bennington,
Sunday,
aged 49

Crimes, Accidents, ete,

Wright's

He

has just returned

will be held on Thursday.
Major John Bulsey Cushman,

The synod of New

Fires,

parents.

as

General Debility,

Upwards of $11,000,000 is invested in
leg
live-stock in Great Britain.
o
on
rd the ship some
months beiore
when
buy a good”
quality of alpacea, or some
the
ship
came
4
this
port
he
came
to
aphid
The Kentncky tobacco crop is the largest
or some other kind of material, but whut- |
ever you get let. it be of good quality. and best ever grown in the State.
Maine
- imports manures to the value of
Never be tempted
into spending your
while her exports exceed $1,:
money for a cheap imitation of sons fash- $325,000,
ionable goods. Better get a neat debege 000,000. The American Poultry Association
at twenty-five cents than a slimsy immica- will hold its annual meeting at Portland,
tion of some showy material at the same February, 1878, in connection with the
pro: nounced it A bad case of Necrosis; said
price. One becomes sickened atthe wretch- Maine Association.
Land locked salmon are rushing up the ‘be'moved to the hospital, Jos his fee 0) De na
ed attempts of the: poorer classes to imithe bone bored. to allow'the aischarge of matter
tate the dress of the. more wealthy,
Our Songo and Crooked rivers in Maine, and shore collected ; otherwise the leg must bp awpuare
so
numerous
in
some
places
that
they
markets are glutted with tawdry articles
1. vNot thinkingit advisable to pursue this course,
can be taken out with the hand.
of all descriptions that steal the anoney
and having used VEGaTINE, the great Blood Remfrom the pluirses of the poor shop and mill
Great Britain consumes ninety-six pounds edy, in the past with »0
good efféct, concluded to
girls.
The price of the cheap
fringes
of meat to each inhabitant, aggregating try it in this case. After taking it revularly for six
and laces, gray before they are worn a annually an amount for |
kingdom cost- weeks,his leg was but little swollen, and nis genhealth so
b improved that he did not look
month, that a girl will buy to trim a-com- ing the enormous total of $495,000,000.
| ral tae
same’
m. Atthe end of five months
mon dress, would, if added te the price
Ite
went
home
to
Lowell
perfectly cared. Here.
Show
and Iiiverpool receive two.’
mained in Joined until the commencement of the
of the dress, buy a much better article thirds the
butter exported ftom
th
;
then
joined
the
army,
and was pronounced
that would look well without trimming.
country, while Liverpool takes sixty-five oid
dwell man.
ny
od
a
New and. fashionable materials
are al- per cent. of our shipments of clieese.
.®he ahave is but one case out of many where I
fave
this Ricod Remedy used with unpamilways dear ‘while they are the rage and
On all the rivers of Maine a larger logBuocess. 1 have taken it myself for fwenly
are very often loud. How many girlshdve
Jontei wir. or less, for Dyspepsia and General
spent their last dollar for bustles that have ging business will be done than for years.
bil
and italways appedred to give me new
only served to make the shabbiness of their On the Penobscot and Kennebec twice as . | life an vigor.
many
will
enter’
thé
woods
as
last
year.
One
lady
boarder was completely eared from
scant and cheap dress more glaring. Dur-

Edwin Adams died at Philadelphia, Sunday
forenoon in the arms of Daniel Gardiuer, at
whose househe wus staying,
Tae funeral

‘written
pubtication—in-Boston;
a fetter-for
ex
plaining the jotenfion of the order,and saying
that’ it does not contain anything that pre-

vents officesholders from working actively
a campaign after the ticket is in the field.

his

the sixteenth

long

making will be
or if you hire it
the making of
afford to pay

this country, leaving her daughters at school
in Germany.
There are fourteen ex-Governors in the Senate, and eight in the House, besides several
ex-Governors of Territories.
Mrs. Elizabeth Taompson.the distinguished
philanthropist and millionaire, has beeu elected President of the New York liberal eiub,
formerly presided over by Horace Greeley.

that it

holders from taking part in election campaigns
aftera ticket was put into the field. It was
the old abu=e of manipulation or managing
of
election campaigns common among office-holders that it was desigoed to correct by tbe order. The jinfermation thus received has been
promptly conveyed by the representatives to
their distriets, and many of the prominent oftice-holders who have heretofore beena power in their respective
localities, have been
urged to begin vigorous work.
It is under-

stood

by as

~

w.s

seventeen children of
born June 13, 1808.

Hold elections have had consultations with the
President in regard to the scope of his civil.
have

MacMabon

get

much handsomer dress than a cheap silk
would be, and one that will turn and wash
and make over, and will never look shab-

*¢ Sunset” Cox is firty-three.
Col. IT. W. Higginson 1s going to Europe
nextspring.
Miss Susan E. Dickinson, a sister of Anna,
is to enter tue lecture field this winter.
<

two new members on the ways and means
committee, Kelley, Garfield and Burchard remaining.
3

service order, and

to have

Mahon will follow them that far. Well-informed comnservalives think that the majority of the
cubinet wouid be pleased 10 have the ‘senate
refuse a second dissolutin, and thereby afford
them the opportunity 10 bow to the will of the
senate instead of the chamber of deputies.
The correspondent adds: **Lfpueh is really the
idea of the government.I thnk the Senate will
be disposed to facilitate their retreat.”

after

until Mon-

.

are supposed

torship on the ruinsof the constiiution, The
correspondent does not believe Pri sident Mac

present in

comwiitee

whaling fleet indi-

lation of the chamber of deputies, but if the
senate refused this they would resign.
There
are others who dream of establishing a dicia-

sena-

torship made written statements Saturdays before the Senate elections eommittee, as to the

each desired

de-

agriculture, might go as far as a second disso

politicians are also engaged in the move,

The rival claimants of the

have

perished.
The
Paris
correspondent of the
Times
telegraphs that he believes Pseyident MacMahow has fallen under tbe infinerce of those
who are determined to resist the will of the
nation, but the cabinet is divided about how
far such resistance ought to be carried.
The
Duke de'Broglie, president of the couueil and
minister of justice : the Duke Decazes, minister
ot foreign affairs; General Berthant, minister
of war, aud Viscount de Meaux, minister: of

has finilly

to

shillings a yard.

colliers

Reports from the Arctic

enough

an excellent quality can be had for twelve

cate that there have been only a small averuge
catch during the past season, Two vessels have
been crushed by ice, and the crews of the fleet

Political.

liner of evidevee

19.
(Eng.)

money

Necrosis, Scrofula, Dyspepsia

patient.
People have an
irritate sad sting, which

is not the fact.
:
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

article ?” Still one can always buy the
best of a kind however limited one’s means
may be. Ifyou can only pay a dollar and
a half a yard for a dress, do not buy a
silk at that price, get a cashmere, of which

istry resigning on the 20th instant.
Mexico advices state that President Diaz is
determined to extradite all criminals held for
violating the law on the Rio Grande.
Several
regiments of infamtry and eavalry have been
ordered to the frontier.

adjourned until Monday.

decided not to forward his

of

cided to strike, by a majority of 400.
Australia has bad its cabinet erisis, the min-

branchess

Collector Arthur, of New York,

or

advantage

comfort of the
idea that it must

‘How am I to buy the best when I haven't

even

Miscellaneous=-=Foreign.

Thursday,in the Senate,bills were introduced
providing for a further
distribution of the
Geneva award and for the re-establishment of
the court of commissioners of Alabama claims.
' The report-ol the government directors of the
Union Pacific Railroad Company was submit.
ted and referred tothe railway committee.
In
the House, the Colorado contested election
case was dicussed at length and referred to

on

offices

ECONOMY IN BUYING.

The British Parhament has been furthe’ pro-

and adjourning until Thursday after confirming four or five executive nominations.

the committee

the

| which often follow, of lockjaw., We have
known of very ugly wounds made with a
pitchfork in the hand, being filled up-im| mediately with turpentine, greatly to the

No one will deny that it is good economy always to buy the best of~ everything,
‘but, said a lady speaking on tuis subject,

the presumption that they have a right to be
carrying the mail ‘pouches’ that they maybe
seen fu their hands.
:
:

a brief session,

of public

and

cars by persons who boldly take

Harris,

Messrs.

discussed,

. Butler, Conger and Chalmer< participating
No vote was reached.
the debate,

is

and

material

ba of pkiin blue
umférm will

Hural and Bomestic,

re

quiring each and every employe of that service
(including local agents angl
messengers as well
us route agents and postal
clerks) to provide
himself during the next sixty days with a uniform,
to ibe worn whenever on.duty,
The

OURRENT EVENTS.

election case was

order

i

Defos Summary,

an

r

Postmaster General has issued
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:
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1t is under the direction and patronage of Jue
all, an
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Freewil: Baptists,
is taken by man, SLother religious views, bo:
worth.
real
se
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cau
ad

TERMS:
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|
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Moncy thus sent will be at our risk, and may be

sent ut our expense.

please desIn writing to this office persons will
give
nate thelr STATE, as well as town and
they or
when
address
old”
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new and
the h
bot

leh hig In Arson f HULA) con
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Mon

ress
0 Star goes
muuica fons for {neortion ought to be here on Fri
day
previons. =

d to
! ‘Boh subscriber is particularly requeste
of his
note the date 9 £he label for the expiration for
the
to forward what is due
subscription, and
this

ensuing year, without farther reminder from
is.made to those who pay in
unt
Jali
or
is to sécure advance pay
;

idea al rr pe Rh
‘went as the'vale.’
Do

!
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must be made in money
REMITTANCES
orders, bank checks, or drafts, it possible. When
, sens the money
procured
be
sah
these
of
neither
in a
registered
letter.
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PAPERS.

bh school

pupers,

x

The Little Star
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rie re publisnéd wicroase weeks,
Pdpers' of ‘the International Series (Ot
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free.
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